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AN INTRODUCTORY WORD FROM THE 
PROJECT COORDINATOR

In this publication we gathered materials to assist at promoting the participation of citizens 
in the democratic life of the EU, ranging from local democracy by empowering people to 
participate fully in EU policies.
Partners have entered into a project DOCPIE with the different experiences, but all with 
the desire and promise that we will gain new skills and knowledge about civic participation, 
which will be spread among people. We know that if people are not active at the local level 
they are not active at European level, too. 
Volunteers in association LAZ are very active in the local community and we are perhaps 
too little aware of the impact of European Union policy and it is also a lack of interest. 
By participating in projects in town twinning and other transnstional projects in the past 
years, we become to feel the European dimension. Linking genuine contacts with other 
Europeans, learning about the richness of the diversity of European culture has a positive 
impact on our view of the EU, as the broader scope of the operation, as well.
How to motivate people to be more involved in decision making processes at EU level is 
a major challenge. Information about the possibilities and methods of participation are 
available at every step, but, as shown by project survey, do not touch the people to such 
an extent to make use of the possibilities of participation. However, any effort to promote 
the civic particiapation count With four design events, which brought together participants 
from more than 13 countries and with more than 20 events, which were partners implement 
in their local environments and numerous press releases, we have reached a significant 
number of citizens who might go to the next European elections, signed the initiative or 
otherwise actively express their civic right. 

Gabrijela Babič, DOCPIE Project manager; President of the Association LAZ, Slovenia
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ABOUT PROJECT
‘EUROPE FOR CITIZENS’ PROGRAMME

Considering the European citizenship as an important element in strengthening and 
safeguarding the process of European integration, the European Commission continues 
encouraging the engagement of European citizens in all aspects of the life of their 
community, thus enabling them to participate in the construction of an ever closer Europe. 
In this context, the Europe for Citizens Programme adopted for the period 2014-2020 is 
an important instrument aimed at getting the Union’s 500 million inhabitants to play a 
greater part in the development of the Union. By funding schemes and activities in which 
citizens can participate, the Programme is promoting Europe’s shared history and values, 
and fostering a sense of ownership for how the Union develops.

The aim of this programme is:
• To contribute to citizens’ understanding of the EU, its history and diversity
• To foster European citizenship and to improve conditions for civic and democratic  
 participation at EU level
• To raise awareness of remembrance, common history and values
• To encourage democratic participation of citizens at EU level, by developing citizens’  
 understanding of the EU policy making-process and, by promoting opportunities for  
 societal and intercultural engagement and volunteering at EU level

General features of the Europe for Citizens Programme:
1. Equal access 
2. Transnationality and local dimension 
3. Intercultural dialogue 
4. Volunteering - expression of active European citizenship 

The Programme is implemented through two Strands and a horizontal Action:  
• Strand 1: European remembrance: Raise awareness of remembrance, common history  
 and values and the Union’s aim. 
• Strand 2: Democratic engagement and civic participation: Encourage democratic and  
 civic participation of citizens at Union level.  
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Measures in this strand are: 
1. Town Twinning
2. Networks of Towns 
3. Civil Society Projects  

The two strands are complemented by a horizontal action:
• Horizontal Action: Valorisation: Analysis, dissemination and use of project results. 
More about: http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/europe-for-citizens_en
 
PROJECT DOCPIE - DEMOCRATIC OWNERSHIP AND CIVIC 
PARTICIPATION IN EUROPE 

According to recent studies, the European Elections turnout rate has dropped by 9 points in 
30 years.  A public opinion service of the European Commission (Eurobarometer), released 
in 2014, showed even more alarming trends - sixty percent of Europeans “tended not to 
trust the EU” and even more respondent, sixty-seven percent of them, considered that 
their voice does not count in the EU. 

In the recent years European institutions brought to force important measures to engage 
citizens in the decision making process. On 1 December 2009, the Treaty of Lisbon entered 
into force. It provides the Union with the legal framework and tools necessary to meet future 
challenges and to respond to citizens’ demands. The treaty was designed to ensure a more 
democratic and transparent Europe with a strengthened role for the European Parliament, 
effective and efficient decision-making process with a stronger voice for citizens. New 
instrument, the European citizens’ initiative, allows one million EU citizens to participate 
directly in the development of EU policies. Despite the effort of the EU institutions, the 
latest results of the European Parliament elections indicate, that the mistrust and the 
gap between the Union and the citizens is growing wider each year. European Union is, 
paradoxically, at this very moment facing some major issues, such as further development 
of the political and banking union, economic growth and strengthening the EU role in 
the world. To address these issues democratically, Union needs its citizens to actively 
participate in the discussions about the above mentioned projects. Without the voice of its 
citizens, democratic development of the European Union is not possible. 

Spirit of this time is not in favour humanism. Lack of civic bonding among the citizens and 
towards EU is a growing trend, which has been invigorated by the economic and financial 
crisis and is currently embodied in the increasing mistrust for EU policies, strategies and 
actions. Due to negative effects of the crisis, over 5 million young people are unemployed, 
social welfare state is on the verge of collapse and traditional value system is endangered. 
Current data on political trends show a rise of extreme-right movements and marginalization 
of vulnerable social groups, such as homosexuals and migrants. Since they don’t contribute 
directly to the economic growth, there are numerous cases where intellectuals and culture 
professionals are being stigmatized. It has become clear, that even the core values of the 
European Union (human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect 
for human right) are to some extent threatened by the economic and financial crisis. 
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Project DOCPIE - Democratic Ownership and Civic Participation in Europe has been funded 
by the European Union programme “Europe for citizens”, which provide support for 
innovative projects that foster European citizenship and improve conditions for civic and 
democratic participation at EU level. DOCPIE has brought together 15 organizations from 13 
member States in 5 events and has been aimed to research the current trends and views on 
EU and its future in diverse target groups, including students and senior citizens, develop 
guidelines for the creation of ownership of EU identity and citizenship, raise awareness 
on active citizenship and volunteering and create bridges of cooperation between the 
participating towns in order to enhance the idea of a common European identity and 
integration, while remembering our common past. The main goal of the project has 
been to empower members of the civil society and non-governmental organizations with 
knowledge and experience to make European union a better place to live. 

During the European Union Week 2015, from 8th to 10th of May, the first public DOCPIE event 
took place in German town of Dresden. Representatives of all 13 countries came together at 
the “Volunteer academy” to attend presentations, workshops and discussions on the role 
of volunteering and EU initiative “European voluntary service” for development of active 
European citizenship. The volunteering opportunities in Germany, Europe and all over the 
worldwide were presented. Participants were informed about the civic engagement in 
Europe through voluntary work, internships and traineeships. During the event they had 
the opportunity to get to know the network with German and other European NGOs that 
focus on voluntary work and civic engagement.  Visit to the city of Dresden provided good 
opportunity to remember the common European past. During the final month of the 2. 
World War, the city was completely destroyed by allied bombers as a part of the retaliation 
attacks against Nazi army. According to the historians, some 25.000 civilians were killed and 
buried under the ruins of the city buildings. 

Presentations, workshops and discussions took place in three other European towns 
and cities. Next stop of the DOCPIE project was Greek city Serres. Between 30rd and 1st 
of June city hosted activities to foster regional integration and cooperation. Participants 
were familiarized with the EU decision-making, introduced to new ideas of cooperation, 
exchanged know-how and good practices; felt connected to the other cities and regions of 
EU and exchanged ideas on how civic participation can transform the face of a city.
Slovene towns Ljubljana and Šmartno pri Litiji welcomed international guest on the “Civil 
society open university” event, which took place on 24th of September. Over the 4 part 
event (international conference, workshop, promoting civic participation and gathering 
public opinion and international evening) the participants were presented opportunities of 
democratic participation and searching for effective methods and ways to promote citizen 
involvement in decision-making processes at the level of the European Union.
City of Brescia provided picturesque background for the last in the series of events. On 
9th of October city hosted lively discussions (international workshop: Raising EU identity 
awareness in 3rd age citizens) on the importance of European identity in the third period 
of life. At last event also a DOCPIE research results were presented.

Participants of the events deepened their knowledge about European Union institutions. 
They got familiar with the instruments, which enable them to actively engage in the decision 
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making process on the EU level as well as with the concept of EU citizenship and its derived 
rights. They also discussed possibilities of cross border and international cooperation 
among the citizens and institutions from different European Union countries. Exchange of 
the ideas, inter-cultural dialogue and mobilization of the groups, that traditionally are far 
from the centres of power and control were some of the cornerstones of DOCPIE project. 
Event organizers took special care to bring together young and elderly citizens, women, 
ethnic and other minorities, migrants and representatives of the non-governmental 
organizations, which may not be aware of the possibilities to influence the adoption of the 
EU strategies and politics. 

Publications about the European Union and its policies were available at all events in Kiosk 
Europe. A special “Europe kids’ corner” resource desk targeted the youngest audience with 
information on the general and specific information of the EU’s aim to promote its values 
and the well-being of its people, as well as common history, cultural and linguistic diversity 
of the European nations. A series of organized trips to history monuments, museums and 
art exhibitions shared a different light on common European history and rich diversity of 
the continent. It is worth mentioning, that bloodbath of the 2. World War inspired French 
economist and diplomat Jean Monnet to publicly reveal his idea about peaceful coexistence 
of the nations and is widely recognized as a father of the European Union. 

One of the main goals of the project was to equip people and organization with additional 
knowledge about the democratic instruments and active participation in the European 
Union. This enabled them to help European institutions in preparation and implementation 
of the policies, strategies and legislation, tailored to the needs of European citizens. 
Participants benefited on the following levels: 

• extended the knowledge about European Union and its policies
To actively participate, we need to have a good knowledge about the system, in which 
people and organizations tend to work. Every event and support action was organized in a 
way, that expanded the participants knowledge about the EU. As a citizen of the EU, we have 
many political rights. One of them is active participation in democratic development of the 
Union. We already mentioned European citizens initiative, but there are other instruments 
to. European citizens can send a petition to the European Parliament or take part in the 
variety of consultations in discussions about EU policies and about the future of EU.  

• active citizenship on multiple levels
Active citizenship is all about connecting people on different levels of society: in your local 
community, in the town or in the city, in your region or among national states, groups 
of youth or elderly people… Project activities motivated different target groups to get 
involved in the decision making process on in their home town and on the EU level. 

• creation of European identity in inclusive and cooperative societies
Only if we learn from our past, Europeans can build the common and peaceful future of 
our continent. Event participants had the opportunity to learn about common cultural 
and historical heritage. Formal and informal meetings are invaluable for strengthening 
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the existing ties among the people and create some new ones. Such project can generate 
many positive cultural and economic exchange as well as better cooperation of NGOs from 
European countries. 

Organizers also conducted an on-line survey which resulted in an initiative for more 
productive and easier citizens access to the European Union decision-making process.

DOCPIE project ended in October 2015. Conclusions of the activities is summarized and 
published in a booklet you read.

PARTNER ORGANISATIONS

P1: Drustvo za razvoj podeželja LAZ, Šmartno pri Litiji, Slovenia - lead partner

    Association for rural development LAZ has been active since 2004 and is  
    involved mainly in activities to improve rural life and actively involve and  
    connect rural population of all age groups through varied activities and  
projects thus promoting active citizenship. Association goal is to improve through rural 
development the quality of social and economic aspects of life of the habitants of the 
Jablaniška valley area. Activities of the LAZ NGO are very diverse from development of 
touristic programs, youth education programs, promotion of the cultural heritage and 
organization of workshops for rural population in order to raise awareness on different 
topics (water resource management, ecology, agriculture, handcrafts). The activities are 
also aimed at different age groups and we are especially encouraging intergenerational 
transfer of knowledge and cooperation between the seniors and youngsters through 
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different projects. The membership in organization is increasing and thus the volunteer 
input of the local population. The organization is trying to address different needs of local 
people therefore the range of the activities is growing form year to year.
www.laz.si

P2: Asociatia Sportiva Culturala si Turistica - ASCT Turia 1307 Bálvanyos, Turia, 
Romania

    ASCT Turia is a non-governmental organization established in order to join  
    forces with the local municipality in their common efforts of fostering local  
and regional development in fields of common interest such as economy, 
culture, social, youth, sports, etc. in the area of Turia, RO. The main objectives  
of organisation are:
- to elaborate, promote and implement programs and projects of economic, social  
 and cultural development in the region (social inclusion, democratic ownership, civic  
 participation, volunteering),
- to improve the local economic potential (in order to drive down youth unemployment),
- to effectively undertake international exchanges of ideas, information and know-how,
- to promote ecologically sound & sustainable agriculture, and biotechnology, 
- to preserve natural monuments, 
- to create links between citizens from different countries in Europe, 
- to encourage political discussion among groups groups that traditionally are far from  
 the centers of power (unemployed, Roma, youth, women). 

P3: Kistarcsa Város Önkormányzata, Kistarcsa, Hungary

   Municipality of Kistarcsa  strives to provide residents with information that helps  
   them understand and access all city services as well as to promote its facilities to  
   residents and visitors. It maximizes understanding of policies, activities and services  
   by all audience groups.
Since its inception, the Europe for Citizens Programme furthered European understanding, 
cooperation and active citizenship. It also created and continues to provide a platform 
for small communities like Kistarcsa to build social, economic and cultural ties that link 
individuals across thousands of kilometers, and help them embrace their differences and 
develop tolerance and mutual understanding. Municipality of Kistarcsa is actively seeking 
opportunities to connect with other communities, in order to establish social, cultural & 
economic relationships that will celebrate common European citizenship, cultural and 
linguistic diversity. Municipality of Kistarcsa is officially twinned with P7 - Radomyśl nad 
Sanem, Poland.  
www.kistarcsa.hu
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P4: Općina Breznički Hum (Municipality of Breznički Hum), Croatia

   The Municipality of Breznicki Hum is a local government unit. It is engaged in local  
   affairs that directly address the needs of local citizens, among others civil society,  
   primary education, improving the natural environment, local tourism and  
   participation of citizens . Municipalty is a member of the Prigorje-Zagorje Local 
Action Group (LAG Prizag) that covers the area of 11 neighboring municipalities with 35.000 
inhabitants. The municipality has a well established cooperation with other parters - twinned 
town Šmartno pri Litiji, Association LAZ and Macedonian EGRI. The Municipality invests 
great efforts in raising the awareness and knowledge levels of local citizens, associations 
&children about the need to be involved in civil affairs not just on local leven but also on EU 
level.
www.breznicki-hum.hr

P5: Polska Fundacja im. Roberta Schumana, Poland  

       Polish Robert Schuman Fondation (PFRS) is non governmental and  
       non political organization. The Foundation’s main aims are to 
encourage Polish citizens to actively participate, promote opportunities created by 
the Polish membership in the Community, foster the values of the European Union and 
to strengthen civil society in Poland. PFRS implements educational and civic programs, 
focusing on the following issues: 
European integration, societal engagement of citizens, promotion of democratic and civic 
values. The Foundation cooperates with a wide range of institutions within and outside the 
EU concentrating on promoting political and social initiatives focusing on the development 
of democracy. In this process, it supports cultural, scientific and educational organizations 
that actively contribute to the development of closer bonds between Poland, EU institutions 
and other EU Member States as well as the infrastructure of NGO’s active in similar fields 
of work.
www.schuman.pl

P6: Inštitúcia regionálnych aktivít Novohradu  Novohradu, Slovakia 

      (Institution of regional activities Novohradu)

www.kalonda.eu
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P7: Jugend – und Kulturprojekte E.V., Dresden, Germany 

     Organisation provides a platform for planning and implementing of  
    international projects in the area of youth, citizenship, education & culture.  
    Founded in 2004 it aims to support cultural exchange among European  
    countries and to take part in the social integration of young people and  
    adults, whose competencies regarding culture, knowledge of European 
history, EU politics & society should be enhanced. With manifold projects organisation is 
also dedicated to coaching of volunteers, youth workers as well as professionals, in the 
fields of citizenship, participatory democracy, civic engagement, youth, and culture all over 
Europe.
Part of organisation’s exchange projects is to familiarize participants with Dresden and its 
history, while raising awareness of remembrance, common history and values of the EU, 
such as promoting peace & the well-being of its peoples. Results of projects are presented 
to audiences in form of exhibitions, shows or performances, and are contributing to the 
cultural life in the city.
www.jkpev.de 

P8: Opštinska uprava Backa Topola, Backa Topola, Serbia

   Partner is a town and municipality in the North Bačka District of Vojvodina, Serbia.  
   The municipality is composed of 23 local communities and has a population  
   of 33,321, while the town of Bačka Topola has 14,573 inhabitants, an ethnically  
   mixed community. A recent community survey revealed that the following were  
   perceived as strong assets of Bačka Topola: availability of recreational facilities; 
the ease of commute by automobile; the stability and appreciation of home values; the 
availability of recreational programs; the amount of open space; and the availability and 
quality of cultural facilities. Municipality is constantly working to improve these assets and 
make sure that the residents have a good quality of life and enjoy living in Bačka Topola 
through implementing its smart growth plan. As integral part of the smart growth plan and 
anticipating Serbia’s ascension to the EU, Municipality also seeks to build and further social, 
economic and cultural ties with communities across the European Union.
www.btopola.org.rs/sr/opstinska_uprava

P9: Omilos Unesco Serron Ellados, Serres, Greece

     Club Serres for Unesco  is an NGO based in Serres, encompassing the  
     main UNESCO values in promoting non formal education, awareness- 
     raising for social and environmental issues, encouraging active citizenship  
     and social entrepreneurship. It is involved in the promotion of elementary 
education, nature conservancy and protection of cultural heritage, organization of camps of 
research and study, production of periodical form with informative documents., translation 
and/or adoption in the national and local languages of basic texts and documents of 
UNESCO and United Nations as well as youth exchanges, campaigns on International 
Days as they are nominated by the General Assembly of Unite Nations and the UNESCO, 
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awareness-raising activities, promotion of EU identity, organization of seminars, trainings. 
Basic documents of reference: The statute of “Club Serres for Unesco”, the Chart of United 
Nations, the Chart of Human Rights, the Statement for the Rights of Child etc.
www.serresforunesco.org

P10: Dimos Serron, Municipality of Serres, Greece

    Municipality employs 350 people in five Specialised Divisions having to do  
    with the municipality’ss technical, financial and management requirements.  
    Its Dept. of Programming, Development, Quality & Efficiency has been  
    responsible for the management of various EU-funded projects, including  
    Structural Funds, & cross-border cooperation programs on topics ranging 
from technical to cultural, sports, and health. As a member of the European Coalition of 
Cities Against Racism (ECCAR) it files a biannual report on specific actions undertaken 
to promote an inclusive, tolerant & non-discriminatory society. Municipality has also 
established a Volunteering Office which aims at searching, highlighting and promoting the 
local human capital and cooperation between local organizations, institutes and citizens. 
Finally, the P10 in cooperation with local actors has developed a Time Bank- a network of 
exchange of services, knowledge & products among citizens; it supports citizens, promotes 
volunteering & the ethos of solidarity.
www.serres.gr

P11: Veliko Turnovo Municipality, Veliko Turnovo, Bulgaria

   According to the Local Self-government and Local Administration Law Veliko  
   Turnovo Municipality is a public body. It is the organization which is responsible  
   for all matters of local importance. The general responsibilities of Municipality  
   are: municipal property, fees and administration; urban development; education;  
   culture; health; social services; public works; environmental protection; 
protection of cultural, historical and architectural monuments; development of sport and 
tourism. Veliko Turnovo Municipality has a very good experience in the implementation of 
different policies and already has proven opportunities and capacity for project elaboration 
and management. In its structure a “Municipal Development” Directorate is established, 
whose main role is project development and implementation. In its activities Veliko Turnovo 
Municipality is guided by an administrative and management team policy toward achieving 
an effective application of high-quality administrative process. 
www.veliko-tarnovo.bg/bg
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P12: Commune di Brescia, Italy

   The city of Brescia has 193.000 inhabitants and covers a territory of 90 km2.  
   The organizational structure of the municipality of Brescia is divided into units  
   of staff, areas, areas with operational coordination, sectors and services in the  
   various aspects involved in the management and development of the city. 
The main sector involved in the DOCPIE project is the Urban Planning department, together 
with the Social Services Department. Other departments could be involved. Furthermore, 
within the DOCPIE project, Commune di Brescia cooperates with the University of Brescia 
(DICATAM department). The university of Brescia has a focus on health and wealth issues. 
Therefore, the cooperation can be particularly fruitful to develop the spacific topic of the 
event. Universita degli Studi di Brescia is in charge of structuring the scientific contents of 
the event, through a scientific committee.
www.comune.brescia.it

P13: CRDLS Albania, Tirana, Albania

       Organisation’s key activities include:
     - to promote and organize meetings that deal with the topic of regional 
    and local   sustainable development in  conomic, social, cultural and  
    environmental area, as well as relevant policies,
- to act as a centre for training and sensibilization for interested individuals and groups,  
 within the scope of its activity,
- to establishes relationship with local and foreign peer organization in order to exchange  
 experiences, promote best practices as well as the collection and presentation of case  
 studies of national, regional and local interest,
- to conduct applied and theoretical research, education and consulting activity in the  
 field of regional and local sustainable development,
- to promotes and facilitate research cooperation between Albanian and foreign  
 researchers in the fields of local resources, environmental issues, cultural and territorial  
 impact,
- to assess local development against compliance with European directives and  
 international indicators. 
www.crlds.org 
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P14: Association Civil Centre for Sustainable Development EGRI Kriva Palanka, 
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

     Organisation was established in 2000 by a group of 15 young and  
     academically educated enthusiasts with a unique objective – to improving  
     the quality of living of the local community.
Objectives and aims:
- support, initiate and implement activities and projects in the sphere of the economic  
 development with in order to improve the living conditions of the local community,
- connect with the regional, cross-border and transnational cooperation, with objective  
 giving support and contribution of the country in its EU-integration processes,
- improving and promotion of the civil sector through education of the human values,  
 with objective improving the living conditions of the local community,
- active inclusion of the young population in the process of democratization of the society  
 and improving of their position in it,
- support, initiate and implement activities and projects in the sphere of sports, culture,  
 and education. 
www.egri.mk

P15: Budapesti Muszaki es gazdasagtudomanyi egyetem, Budapest, Hungary

       Founded in 1782, organisation is one of the oldest leading  
       institutions in higher education and research in Central Europe. Its  
       present activity is based not only on our responsiveness to the 
needs of a continuously changing world, but also more than 230 years of experience and 
tradition that provides a guaranteed basis for high-quality education. Organisation holds 
an international reputation for excellence, attracting students and faculty from all over the 
world. Its programs are frequented by more than 24,000 students including about 1,100 
international students from 70 different countries. As a member of the elite league of the 
five research universities in Hungary, organisation is committed to differentiated, multilevel, 
high-standard education, founded on intensive basic training, research, development and 
innovation, and scientific qualification in all field of sciences. 
www.bme.hu
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EVENT CONTRIBUTIONS

CIVIC PARTICIPATION IN EUROPEAN UNION
(Petra Cilenšek, Association for rural development LAZ, Slovenia)

Plato: »The price good men pay for indifference to public affairs is to be ruled by evil men.«

The 28 Member States of the European Union are home to more than 500 million citizens. 
European citizenship is an upgrade of national citizenship, and not just empty, vague 
concept. This status is linked to a number of rights and responsibilities. When we think of 
citizenship we usually consider the relationship between the individual and the state or 
community. Nationality is not just about rights such as the right to free movement within 
the EU (free movement of people, goods and services, according to the latest analysis 
of the Eurobarometer was estimated by almost six out of ten respondents as the most 
positive result of the EU’s )but also a responsibility - to participate in shaping communities, 
to influence and take action (voting at European elections, voting in referendums, signing 
a petition / initiative of the issues that we are interested in, etc.). Theorists agree that 
civic participation is a cornerstone of democracy. If citizens are not interested in what is 
happening around them, they do not go to the elections, are unresponsive, and passive, 
and then democracy itself is not even possible. It is of outmost importance to embrace 
an active role as citizens. Not only at national level but also at the level of the European 
community, because otherwise we cannot speak of a democratic Europe.
It is very important that we citizens are aware of our rights and duties. The civic participation 
is strongly linked to the concept of active citizenship. An active citizen is not born but made 
through, education. Identity of the active European citizen can not be innate, beacause the 
European Union, is a formation of the cultural diversity. One of the fundamental values of 
the European Union is its diversity. Therefore, this identity can only be fostered. Education 
and information about the citizenship possibilities is one of the most important components 
of education and training of active citizen. It is important that the individual recognizes the 
European dimension within the events in the local community, to recognize that Europe is 
not just Brussels, Europe is himself and Europe is all of us anywhere in the European Union. 
A good example is a visit to the portal of the European Parliament (Portal on Petitions), 
where can European citizens address the various petitions to European Parliament.
One of the current petitions is that in which the petitioner, a citizen of Spain, explains 
that the subway in Bilbao from the outset does not work properly, causing unbearable 
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noise and vibration in the neighboring houses and on the streets. Residents addressed 
a number of requests to the leadership of Bilbao subway, but did not receive an answer 
until the Ombudsman for the Basque country intervened. After two years of litigation, 
the management finally recognized its responsibility but refused to carry out repairs. City 
council of Bilbao ordered expert evaluation; the findings (published June 2014) supported 
the accusations against the leadership of Bilbao subway. The applicant therefore petitions 
the European Parliament to help the people with their demand for reparations from 
leadership Bilbao subway.

Children are already taught in school about the opportunities offered by the European 
Union, on the rights and responsibilities they have as European citizens. Older population 
requires   an insight into the concept of the European citizen through good practices and 
living examples. According to the latest Eurobarometer survey 69% of respondents would 
like to know more about their rights. This is a very important foundation for the future, 
because only educated and well-informed individual is active and can participate and co-
create democratic Europe.
Democracy is based on active citizenship. If we want a democratic Europe, we need to be 
active and possess knowledge! We need to voice out loud our ideas, views and dilemmas 
and became connected.  According to recent surveys 67% of the citizens of the Member 
States perceive themselves as EU citizens; this is an encouraging indicator for the future. 
Since the EU are its citizens.

 (Dis) trust in the EU and the impact of civic participation

Confidence in the political context has to do with democracy, its implementation and 
functioning. Through the observation of the development of the individual and society, 
through the intertwining of personal development and the development of a citizen, we 
can see that actions of political institutions are affecting the formation of values such as 
confidence. When we talk about trust in politics, of trust in political institutions we often 
think of trust as a support measure for the functioning of these institutions. We talk about 
satisfaction with the functioning of certain institutions, policies. The definition of trust is 
a complex concept and can be defined as behavior that is harmless and brings something 
good. In contrast, the lack of trust is perceived as potentially harmful and intolerable. 
Undoubtedly, the trust is value determined by the experience.
When reading literature we encounter findings that the trust in institutions, including 
the EU institutions and the EU itself is influenced by happenings in society, such as social 
revolutions, attitudes towards the political system and level of prosperity.  A significant 
impact on the trust has the individual’s satisfaction with life. The trust at the national 
level - in government and parliament is of great importance. Confidence is also affected by 
events on a larger scale (development of common policies, EU cooperation in crisis, and the 
debate on the European Constitution ...). A significant impact on the relationship of trust 
also has media. Various scholars agree that the media has one of the strongest impacts of 
promoting the (dis) trust in institutions.
Elizabeta Kirn in her master’s thesis Trust in institutions in EU Member States –time 
period analysis (Ljubljana, 2008) pointed out that trust is a complex sum of the factors of 
satisfaction with the functioning of democracy, economic prosperity, informed individual 



and his actual interest in developments in the sphere of politics. In doing so, however, she 
recalls that among the various factors affecting the trust the important are the ones that 
have relevance to political participation at the national level.
Post-election study of European elections 2014 (Brussels, October 2014) showed that the 
three most frequent reasons for not voting in the European elections are: lack of trust in 
politics or dissatisfaction with it in general; respondents are not interested in politics; belief 
that their vote will not be considered. The results showed that compared with the analysis 
of elections in 2009, trust in the EU institutions decreased – it has declined in the 15 Member 
States (especially in countries hit hardest by the economic crisis: Spain, Italy, and Greece). In 
2009, an average of   50% of respondents expressed their trust in EU in 2014, this percentage 
was 43%. For a more detailed consideration among those who responded to trust in EU 55% 
took part in the elections and 35% did not participate in the elections. However, if you look 
at the study from the opposite perspective   the results showed that 52% of respondents do 
not trust in the EU. Interesting is also the fact that 54% of respondents are not interested 
in politics. But this is an average, and it has to be noted that there are major differences in 
responses between Member States.

Even the latest Euro barometer in spring 2015 shows similar trends. 40% of European citizens 
trust the EU institutions, which is the highest rate after the year 2011. For comparison, the 
trust in the national institution is only 31%. The trust in the EU gradually increases -with 
respect to prior periods of the public opinion measurements, but still remains at a low level, 
which can greatly affect the very legitimacy of the Union. Distrust is can lead to a crisis 
of democracy. From the other perspective 46% of EU citizens do not trust in EU (national 
institutions such as the government and parliament are not trusted by around 62 and 63%).
The European Union with its institutions must continue to strive for greater citizen 
participation, encouraging their citizens into thinking, education, searching experiences, 
especially those which are defined in these surveys as individuals who are not interested 
in politics. The promotion and presence in the media is also very important, especially 
highlighting good practices of civic participation. Initiative Water is a human right is great 
example that our vote counts, only it has to be expressed actively.
We must not discard factors such as satisfaction with the performance at the national level, 
personal satisfaction and well-being of individuals. Therefore it is only right that the EU 
through its programs and modus operandi creates a stable environment for the functioning 
of Member States, the prosperity of countries and promotes transparent systems.  If the 
citizens are satisfied with their lives in country of origin, they will be more satisfied with life 
in the EU. The satisfaction is also related to the trust in the functioning of both the national 
state and the European Union.

The European Commission defined active citizenship as participation 
in civil society, community and/or political life, based on of the 
mutual respect, non-violence, human rights and democracy
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GETTING STARTED: A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE DECISION-MAKING 
IN THE EU, THE ROLE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION AND ITS 
ENGAGEMENT WITH THE CITIZENS 
(Nataša Šip, communication officer at the European Commission Representation in Slovenia)

When I talk to people and organisations in my daily work, this is what I hear: “Brussels 
is too far away. My voice will not be heard. I’m not qualified enough. The Commission is 
not democratic, they don’t want to know what people think.” On the other hand, I meet 
people with great and bold ideas. We regularly receive citizens’ questions and complaints. 
There are many ways to get involved in all stages. On the ground, the Commission has 
its Representations working in the 28 capitals (+ 7 regional offices) to facilitate the 
communication and dialogue with the citizens. So here’s a small advice: don’t be shy, just 
get started! In order to be more successful, here are a few things you should know and 
understand about the EU and the European Commission in particular. 

Who takes decisions: ABC of EU institutions 

The starting point: The European Union is based on the rule of law. This means that every 
action taken by the EU is founded on EU treaties that have been approved voluntarily and 
democratically by all EU member countries. In other words, EU cannot act if there is no legal 
base for this in the Treaties. Certain policies are harmonised at the EU level, while others are 
not, so it’s worthwhile checking policy areas of your interest.

Secondly, we often relate Brussels to the European Commission. But who in fact is 
“Brussels”?
• the EU’s broad priorities are set by the European Council, which brings together national 
and EU-level leaders. It gives the political steer, but has no powers to pass laws. There are 
3 main institutions involved in EU legislation:
• the European Parliament represents the EU’s citizens and is directly elected by them;
• the Council of the European Union represents the governments of the individual member 
countries. The Presidency of the Council is shared by the member states on a rotating basis.
• the European Commission represents the interests of the Union as a whole.
The majority of legislative acts, known as regulations, directives and decisions, are taken 
by a qualified majority vote. In principle, the Commission proposes new laws, and the 
Parliament and Council adopt them. The Commission and the member countries then 
implement them, and the Commission ensures that the laws are properly applied and 
implemented. So, there is in fact a lot of “Brussels” back home, in the capitals. 

The role of the EUROPEAN COMMISSION in a nutshell.

The European Commission promotes the interest of the EU as a whole. Specifically, it:
1. Proposes new laws: it’s the only institution that can table legislative proposals, 
2. Manages EU policies & allocates EU funding (it proposes and then manages it)

http://europa.eu/about-eu/institutions-bodies/european-parliament/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu/about-eu/institutions-bodies/council-eu/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu/about-eu/institutions-bodies/european-commission/index_en.htm


The Member States have primary responsibility for 
the correct and timely application of EU Treaties 
and legislation, and the Commission monitors the 
application of Union law. The Commission may 
take action if a Member State fails to incorporate 
EU directives into its national law and to report/
communicate to the Commission what measures 
it has taken; or is suspected of breaching Union 
law. If no solution can be found at an early stage, 
the Commission can open formal infringement 
proceedings and eventually refer the Member State 
to the European Court of Justice.

What Does This Have To Do With Citizens? 

1. Before proposing legislation the Commission 
takes stock of existing laws and conducts an impact 
assessment to evaluate the potential economic, social 
and environmental consequences of any new initiative.  
New situations and issues developing in Europe and 
possible implications for the new legislation are also 
taken into account. The Commission must also consult 
interested parties and other institutions for their views 
and seek the opinions of national parliaments and 
governments.  

When the Commission starts working on a new policy 
initiative or revises existing legislation, it usually 
opens a public consultation. Individuals, businesses 
and other organisations with an interest in or expert 
knowledge on a given topic can help shape the 
Commission’s draft proposal before it goes to the 
Council and European Parliament for discussion and 
adoption. You can participate also on-line. Open public 
consultations are published at the portal Your Voice in 
Europe: http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/. 

For civily society organisations this is the best moment 
to start. It is much more difficult to influence the 
process at a later stage. Above all, Commission’s 
proposals can be importantly improved if there 

3. Enforces EU law: Together with the Court of Justice, ensures that EU law is properly 
applied in all the member countries. 
4. Represents the EU internationally (Speaks on behalf of all EU countries in international 
bodies, in particular in areas of trade policy and humanitarian aid, and negotiates 
international agreements for the EU).  
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http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/impact/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/impact/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/consultations/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/consultations/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/secretariat_general/relations/relations_other/npo/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/
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is a wide input from interested parties across Europe. It is also useful to approach you 
governments, MEPs, MPs and regional authorities already at this stage. 
At any time, you can also send your comments on how to lighten the administrative load 
stemming from the EU legislation. You can do it on-line, here:  Lighten the load – Have your say’!

2. If you think that a member state does not apply the EU legislation correctly or it has 
failed to do so, you can lodge a complaint with the European Commission. The European 
Commission can only take up your complaint if it is about a breach of Union law by 
authorities in an EU Member State. 
How can you lodge a complaint? There is standard form available here, together with 
more practical information on complaints, how they are processed etc.: http://ec.europa.
eu/atwork/applying-eu-law/make_a_complaint_en.htm. You can lodge a complaint in any 
official EU language. 

3. Citizens’ Dialogues are an informal open forums, held in cities across the EU, to listen 
to people’s views and discuss issues people are concerned about. If you want to talk to a 
Commissioner, ask him/her a question, this is an open forum for debate. 

Most importantly: don’t forget about the European Citizens 
Initiative, presented in the following contribution. 

http://ec.europa.eu/priorities/democratic-change/better-regulation/feedback/index_en.htm
%20http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/applying-eu-law/make_a_complaint_en.htm
%20http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/applying-eu-law/make_a_complaint_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-dialogues/index_en.htm
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ENSURING MEANINGFULNESS OF THE COOPERATION IN DEMOCRATIC 
LIFE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
(mag. Simon Delakorda, Institute for Electronic Participation)

Citizenship of the European Union provides various forms of democratic influence in the 
decision-making processes of the European institutions. In addition to participation in 
elections to the European Parliament1 can citizens of the Member States initiate a European 
citizens’ initiative2, participate in the European Commission’s3 proposals for legislative and 
policy documents, participate in public debates at national, regional or local level on the 
current challenges facing the EU (so-called dialogue with citizens)4 or get in direct contact 
with the European institutions via email and social networks5.
In the light of the latest public opinion surveys in the EU6, according to which less than half 
(42%) of respondents agree with the statement that their voice counts in the European 
Union the question arises whether diverse processes of democratic participation at EU 
level actually encourage active participation of citizens in the democratic life?
In this article we will briefly present two examples of democratic participation, in relation 
to the European themes (the collection of signatures for the European Citizens’ Initiative 
and the project More Europe, More Slovenia). Based on the experience and results, we 
will highlight aspects of democratic participation, which are important for the citizens’ 
perception as a meaningful and useful.
The aim of the European Citizens’ Initiative for universal basic income was to collect at 
least one million signatures in support of EU citizens from at least seven Member States (in 
Slovenia at least 6,000 signatures). At EU level have been collected 285,000 signatures in 
one year. In Slovenia, there were collected 9,255 signatures, almost all through the online 
collection system. During the collection of signatures, the petitioners were faced with the 
following problems when communicating with Slovenian citizens: lack of knowledge on the 
content of the Initiative for a universal basic income, lack of knowledge on European citizens’ 
initiative, mistrust in the manner of collecting signatures and scepticism with regard to the 
length of the procedure, a sufficient number of collected signatures and the actual taking 
into account of a proposal by the European Commission. More information on the European 
citizen initiative on Basic income is available on the website www.basicincome2013.eu.
The purpose of the project More Europe, more Slovenia has been to carry out public 
consultations with a goal to obtain the views of various target audiences towards the future 
of the European Union and Slovenia’s role in it. To this end, discussions were held at various 
locations in Slovenia and on the Internet (social networks). In total, public consultations 
were attended live and online by 2,000 interested individuals and organizations. Proposals 
of the participants have been collected in the reports of the consultations, to which the 
relevant government institutions have responded in four cases. The project facilitators  
faced the following challenges when involving the target public: a small number of  

1 Avaliable at http://www.europarl.europa.eu/elections-2014/sl
2 Avaliable at http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/public/welcome?lg=sl
3 Avaliable at http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/index_sl.htm
4 Avaliable at http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-dialogues/index_sl.htm
5  Avaliable at http://europa.eu/contact/index_sl.htm
6 Standard Eurobarometer 83 (may 2015). Available at http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/index_en.htm

http://basicincome2013.eu/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/elections-2014/sl
http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/public/welcome%3Flg%3Dsl
http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/index_sl.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-dialogues/index_sl.htm
http://europa.eu/contact/index_sl.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/index_en.htm
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proposals from the public, protest / downside participation of government institutions 
providing a response and taking in account the results of the project. More information 
about the project is available on the www.eu-si.info. 
Experience with the democratic participation of the people in the framework of the 
mentioned project shows the importance of well-planned and socially adequate procedures, 
which are acceptable and friendly for diverse target groups. In addition to relevant content 
or. issues in connection with quality of life (also at the local level), is very important a clear 
and comprehensible notion of the actual impact of the proposals, positions and views 
of interested parties on the final decision. Transparent and inclusive response to public 
participation must become a natural standard of public administration, political decision-
makers and the European institutions. It is also important to recognize that the online tools 
(online discussions, social networks, video downloads etc.) are merely tools, whose impact 
is dependent on the confidence of stakeholders in the viability of public involvement. 
Towards this end the non-governmental organizations can with a constructive approach, 
expertise and mobilization of people establish a civil society platform for the exchange of 
views (ie. deliberation) on European issues.  
The support of mass media which is providing wider information and publicity is of 
utter importance. Due to the scope, duration and complexity of procedures for public 
participation it is important to provide adequate public funding. The cost is relatively small 
compared to the cost of the adoption and implementation of the poor, illegitimate or 
harmful decision for public interest.
The current public attitude toward the functioning of the institutions of the European 
Union is characterized by considerable distrust. The massive and varied use of democratic 
procedures and tools, therefore, not necessarily strives to greater participation in the 
democratic life of the European Union. Participation in representative and participatory 
democracy is in fact built on trust, respect and mutual responsibility between citizens and 
decision-makers.

http://www.eu-si.info/


DEMOCRATIC OWNERSHIP AND CIVIC PARTICIPATION IN EUROPE – 
CHALLENGES AND HOW DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE CAN BE IMPROVED
(Based on Chris Skelcher and Jacob Torfing’s research (2010) ‘Improving democratic 
governance through institutional design: Civic participation and democratic ownership in 
Europe’ Regulation and Governance Vol. 4, No. 1, pp71-91)

According to the Gallup Civic Engagement Index 2011, Ireland, the UK, and the Netherlands 
are the most civically engaged EU member states in contrast with Lithuania, Bulgaria, and 
Greece, which are the least civically engaged.
Citizens’ engagement in public life is highly relevant for today’s societies, as active 
citizenship and a vibrant civil society are regarded as crucial for a healthy democracy. Very 
important indicators of the stability of democracy are measured and compared by level 
of civic engagement. The Nordic countries have above average levels of engagement in 
comparison with the Southern and Eastern European countries. To add, according to the 
Freedom in the World Index, the Nordic countries score the highest on political rights and 
civil liberties, while Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, and Romania are at the bottom of the 
democracy scale in Europe.
Theoretically, democracy fosters political and civil freedoms, which increases civic activities. 
Participatory democracy leads to voluntary activities and the formation of organizations 
that foster democratic governance.
On the other hand, other studies have also pointed to the strong correlation between the 
wealth of a country and its levels of democratic and participatory culture. As a result, the 
degree to which citizens can participate in political and public life depends on their social 
and economic integration into the society, particularly in Eastern and Southern countries.
Even if signing petitions, taking part in European Citizens’ Initiatives (ECI), boycotting 
or manifesting do not in general require much resources or time commitment, better 
educated citizens have more time, money, and access to information, ord in er to become 
politically involved. Many others lack the financial means and motivation to be involved in 
any association, however.
Increasing levels of social inequality and social exclusion can threaten equal citizenship in 
the European Union. 
The state of democracy is a matter of debate internationally, and particularly in the liberal 
democracies where traditional forms of representative government seem less able to 
respond effectively to the changed social, economic and cultural conditions of societies  
(Cain et al 2006). In Europe there are a special set of challenges in connecting the 
supranational institutions to citizens across almost thirty member states. Despite the 
introduction of direct election to the European Parliament, the Eurobarometer data shows 
that citizens differ considerably between member states in their attitudes to political 
mobilization at the European level and in their view of democracy.
In recent years citizens themselves, social movements, and governments at multiple 
levels have initiated a number of democratic innovations. These include new forms of  
public participation, deliberative events drawing from Habermasian theory of  
communicative action, interaction through network governance involving citizens  
alongside government and business, and advanced techniques for opinion polling and 
interactive decision-making (Fung & Wright 2003; Edelenbos 2005; Smith 2005). According 
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to the study of Chris Sketcher and Jacob Torfing, the theory and practice  of democratic 
policy making can be enhanced through detailed study of the institutional designs for 
citizen participation in a multi-level polity. It is important that there is a further development 
of relevant theories and methods in order to assess the conditions for citizen participation 
and measure the impact of participation on effective and democratic governance. There 
are four types of institutional design – data gathering, opinion seeking, policy exploration 
and interactive dialogue – and discuss the conditions for the application to policy making in 
Europe. (Chris Sketcher and Jacob Torfing, 2010)
Eurobarometer (2014) shows that fewer than a third of citizens in Europe consider that 
their voice counts in the EU, while only a quarter consider that, on European issues, their 
voice is listened to by the European Parliament or their national government. One of the key 
explanations for civic disengagement and apathy is that dialogue between the voters and 
their elected representatives are limited. Moreover, the main influence of citizens as voters 
is on the input-side of the political system, leaving the output-side to be governed by public 
administrators who have increasing scope for influencing policy due to the increased use 
of delegation and devolution, but often lack detailed knowledge of citizens’ life-worlds and 
are difficult to hold accountable for their decisions. Additionally, attempts to supplement 
representative democracy through direct citizen engagement at the European level, as in 
the referendums on the proposed Constitution, have not been successful (Chris Sketcher 
and Jacob Torfing, 2010). 
The EU polity as well as the national, regional and local governments in Europe need further 
democratization, not only by bringing traditional democratic politics closer to the citizens,  
but also by bringing the citizens closer to public policy making (Stoker 2006). The 
constitutional forms of parliamentary democracy must be supplemented with  
insitutionalized forms of participatory. While the former is based on the citizens in their 
capacity of voters, the latter is based on citizens in their capacity of stakeholders (Olsen 
2003). Citizens-as-stakeholders are not bound to a particular territory and may try to 
influence decisions that are taken in territorial entities that do not recognize them as 
citizens. The conception of stakeholder involves influence deeper within the policy 
formulation, decision-making and implementation process. Stakeholders are expected 
to formulate their own opinions on different issues, engage in public deliberation over 
common problems and joint solutions, and mobilize their knowledge, resources and 
energies in the societal governance processes (Chris Sketcher and Jacob Torfing, 2010). 
The institutional forms of participation and empowered participatory governance can  
help ensure an effective and democratic response to pressing problems and new 
opportunities by making the public policy more effective. Effectiveness in the phase 
of policy initiation can be enhanced through a more precise identification of needs and 
demands of attended actors; a negotiated definition of problems and challenges in the face 
of uncertainty; and the facilitation of negative and positive coordination among relevant 
and affected actors across sectors, policy areas, levels and countries. Effectiveness in the 
phase of policy selection can be enhanced, through the mobilization of the knowledge 
and ideas of the participating actors; the reduction, or managing, of conflicts through 
mutual learning; and the development of mutual trust that permits the overcoming of the 
negotiators dilemma. Effectiveness in the phase of policy implementation can be enhanced 
through the exchange of information and resources; the augmentation of programme 
responsibility and voluntary compliance through empowered participation; and the 
production of strategic, proactive and responsive policy adjustments through continuous
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negotiations (Koppenjan & Klijn 2004; Provan & Milward 2001; Scharpf 1993, Sorensen & 
Torfing 2007). The list of the democratic merits of institutional forms of participation is 
equally long: 
1. Democracy can be deepened by enhancing participation at the output-side of the 
political system through the availability and use of different institutional forms of collective 
and individual participation; the selective activation of different groups of citizens; and the 
empowerment of the participating actors through the enhancement of their resources, 
rights, competences and know-how and a transformation of their identity.
2. Democracy can be deepened by enhancing deliberation through the construction of 
horizontal links between different demoi; through the establishment of an active, informed 
and continuous interaction between politicians, civil servants and citizens based on 
negotiated rules, norms and values; and the stimulation of public debates based on insights 
gained through participation and policy interaction.
3. Democracy can be deepened by enhancing accountability through the recruitment, 
mobilization and education of political sub-elites that can compete with the established 
elites and hold them to account; through the development of new forms of horizontal 
accountability; and through a widening of the scope for discursive contestation (Bohman 
2005; Dryzek 2000; Etzioni-Halevy 1993; Fung and Wright 2003; Hirst 2000; March & Olsen 
1995; Sandel 1996; Schillemans 2008).

The production of democratic ownership is crucial since it tends to construct the citizen-
as-stakeholder as a responsible co-producer of governance rather than as an irresponsible 
and demanding policy taker who feel alienated from public policy making. However, the 
production of democratic ownership might vary among individuals, groups and civil society 
associations as it depends on the ability of the participating actors to influence public 
policy, which in turn depends on their social, political, and cultural capital. As such, there is 
a risk that participation will generate democratic ownership for the resourceful participants 
while alienating the less resourceful participants such as immigrants, minorities, women, 
young people and people with low income and education. 
In order to avoid treating the institutional forms of participation as a black box, we must 
focus on their internal dynamics. Three internal dynamics deserve a special attention. 
The first concerns the formation of a commonly accepted discursive and institutional 
framework, which facilitates and shapes the interaction between individual citizens and 
citizens organized as associations of stakeholders on the one hand, and the policy experts, 
civil servants and elected politicians (Hajer 1993; Hajer & Versteeg 2005; Torfing 2007).  
The second dynamic concerns the attempt to facilitate deliberation and the formation of 
compromise and consensus in the face of political conflicts and power struggles. Conflicts 
and struggle is an irreducible aspect of politics and a driving force in policy innovation. 
Therefore, it is important to find ways of the making conflicts and struggles compatible 
with a grammar of democratic conduct that seeks to transform political enemies into 
legitimate adversaries. Such an endeavour calls for institutionally mediated attempts to 
balance consensus and conflict through the cultivation of an ethos of agonistic respect 
(Mouffe 2005). 
The third dynamic concerns the democratization of the institutional forms of participation 
so as to ensure that citizens-as-stakeholders are anchored in metagoverning politicians; 
the groups and organizations that they claim to represent; a critical public that scrutinizes 
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the arguments and decisions of the participants; and in relevant democratic norms and 
values that ensures inclusion, an open, passionate and responsive deliberation, and equal 
influence on key decisions (Sørensen & Torfing 2005).
• Chris Skelcher and Jacob Torfing: Improving democratic governance through 
institutional design: Civic participation and democratic ownership in Europe’ Regulation 
and Governance; Vol. 4, No. 1, pp71-91(2010)
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TOOLS OF ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP – How to be active

Also, the EU and its institutions are aware that citizens must be at the heart of everything 
that is happening in Europe. EU citizenship is not just an empty concept but a status that 
enables citizens the rights and opportunities of equal life and work in the community. 
Citizenship was defined in 1993 by the Maastricht Treaty, which granted all EU citizens  a set 
of rights. Later the citizens’ rights were reinforced by the Lisbon Treaty and the EU Charter 
of Fundamental Rights. In addition to the rights that EU citizens are not discriminated 
against on grounds of nationality, right to freedom of movement and residence within the 
EU and other cross-border rights, citizens have the rights and opportunities to be active 
citizens in the EU. Full participation of EU citizens in the democratic life at all levels is in fact 
the essence of citizenship of the Union.
More about:
http://ec.europa.eu/citizenship/index_en.htm;  
http://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/index_en.htm

That citizens can involve, they must be active. Active citizenship means people getting 
involved in their local communities and democracy at all levels, from towns to cities to 
nationwide activity. 

Active citizenship can be as small as a campaign to clean up your street or as big as educating 
young people about democratic values, skills and participation. Active citizenship is one of 
the most important steps towards healthy societies ( Katalin Széger from the Kurt Lewin 
Foundation about active citizenship).

To facilitate the exercise of their rights, to facilitate the integration and influence policy-
making in 7 Standard Eurobarometer 83 (maj 2015):  in European Union trust only 40% 
participants of survey the EU the citizens have at their disposal some tools and mechanisms:

1. Elections to the European Parliament
Around 400 million Europeans are entitled to vote and stand for elections to the European 
Parliament. The European Parliament is the only directly-elected body of the European  
Union. 751 Members of the European Parliament are representing the citizens.
Elections which are general and direct are held every five years in all 28 Member States 
of the European Union. The procedures for the election of Members of the European 
Parliament are governed by European legislation, which lays down rules common to all 
Member States, as well by specific national rules which differ between Member States. 
Common rules are laying down the principle of proportional representation and some 
incompatibility with the mandate as an member of European Parliament. National laws 
regulate many other important aspects, such as what kind of electoral system is used and 
exactly how many electoral constituencies. Each Member State has a set number of seats, 
normally seats are allocated in proportion to the  population in each country.
More about: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00036/Elections

http://ec.europa.eu/citizenship/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/index_en.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00036/Elections
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2. The European citizens’ initiative 
As of 1 April 2012 the citizens’ initiative allows 1 million citizens from at least a quarter (7) of 
the EU Member States to ask the European Commission to propose legislation in any field 
where the Commission has the power to propose legislation, for example environment, 
agriculture, transport or public health. 
The organisers of a citizens’ initiative - a citizens’ committee composed of at least 7 EU 
citizens, resident in at least 7 different Member States - have 1 year to collect the necessary 
support. A minimum number of signatories is required in each of those 7 member states. 
The members of the citizens’ committee must be EU citizens old enough to vote in the 
European Parliament elections (18 except in Austria, where the voting age is 16).
Citizens’ initiatives cannot be run by organisations. However, organisations can promote or 
support initiatives provided that they do so with full transparency.
Signatures (on paper sheet or online) must be certified by the competent authorities in 
each Member States. Organisers of successful initiatives will participate in a hearing at the 
European Parliament. The Commission will have 3 months to examine the initiative and 
decide how to act on it.
More about: http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative

3. Petitions 
Any citizen of the European Union, or resident in a Member State, may, individually or in 
association with others, submit a petition to the European Parliament on a subject which 
comes within the European Union’s fields of activity and which affects them directly. Any 
company, organisation or association with its headquarters in the European Union may also 
exercise this right of petition, which is guaranteed by the Treaty.
A petition may take the form of a complaint or a request and may relate to issues of public 
or private interest.
The petition may present an individual request, a complaint or observation concerning 
the application of EU law or an appeal to the European Parliament to adopt a position on 
a specific matter. Such petitions give the European Parliament the opportunity of calling 
attention to any infringement of a European citizen’s rights by a Member State or local 
authorities or other institution. 
Petition allows Parliament, through its Petitions Committee, to conduct an ongoing reality 
check on the way in which European legislation is implemented and measure the extent to 
which the European institutions are responding to your concerns.
You can submit your petition electronically (http://www.petiport.europarl.europa.eu/
petitions/en/registration/form) or in „paper“ form  On petitions portal you also can  add 
your online support to open petitions which the members of the Petitions Committee have 
declared admissible. If you wish to submit a petition in „paper“ form, there is no form to be 
filled in or standard format to be followed. But however, your petition must:
1. bear your name, nationality and permanent address (in the case of a group petition, it 
must bear the name, nationality and permanent address of the presenter or, at least, the 
first signatory);
2. be signed,
3. may include attachments, including copies of any supporting documents you may have.

http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/public/signatories
http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative
%28http://www.petiport.europarl.europa.eu/petitions/en/registration/form%29
%28http://www.petiport.europarl.europa.eu/petitions/en/registration/form%29
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The petition should be sent to Chairman of the Petitions Committee.
In all cases petitioners are informed at each stage of the petition process, and receive a 
letter from the chairman informing them of the outcome.
More about: http://www.petiport.europarl.europa.eu/petitions/en/main

4. Debate on the future of Europe
1. Citizens’ Dialogues 
The concept of debate builds on the model of “town hall meetings” or local fora during 
which politicians listen to and debate with citizens about policies and decisions being taken. 
Citizens’s dialogues are taking part in Member States and are an excellent option to speak 
free about what is happening in the European Union, how it is tackling key challenges and 
how you benefit.
At Citizens’ Dialogues European Commissioners participated usually together with 
representatives of the European Parliament and national or local politicians. This gave the 
Citizens’ Dialogues a real European dimension, which is enhanced by the fact that in many 
Member States, similar debates are now being organised at the national, regional and local 
level. 
The Dialogues are organised as 1.5-2 hour sessions with three discussion topics:
 The recovery from the economic crisis, citizens’ rights and the future of Europe.  
 Moreover, other issues specific to the country in question and the area of expertise  
 of the Commissioners holding the debate are discussed. In general, the open nature  
 of the debates allow citizens to raise any issue they wished to address.
The series of Dialogues started in September 2012 and is still going on. 
More about: http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-dialogues/index_en.htm

2. Debating Europe
Debating Europe is the platform where you can debate the issues you care about with 
European politicians and experts. 
It is an online debate, where your questions, comments and ideas are taken directly to 
policy makers and experts for them to respond.
More about: http://www.debatingeurope.eu/

3. Agora
The Citizens’ Agora represents a link between the European Parliament and European civil 
society. It is a unique tool, in both structure and breadth, for discussing with citizens, issues 
on Parliament’s legislative agenda.
The Agora provides room for open debate with a view to building consensus or revealing 
diverging opinions within civil society on the analysis or the action to be undertaken to 
address Europe’s future challenges.
As the EU develops its next initiatives, European civil society organisations are invited to 
express their views, bringing forward their analyses and proposals and highlighting the role 
they are willing to take in future EU actions.

http://www.petiport.europarl.europa.eu/petitions/en/main%0D
http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-dialogues/index_en.htm
http://www.debatingeurope.eu/
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The Agora conclusions, as drafted by the civil society representatives, are submitted to the 
European and national institutions and widely disseminated by all those involved.
More about: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00041/Agora

4. Public consultations
Your Voice in Europe is the European Commission’s “single access point” to a variety of 
consultations and feedback opportunities which enable you to express your views on EU 
policies at different stages throughout the policy lifecycle.
More about: http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/index_en.htm

 • Direct communications with the EU
You can always contact EU institutions and staff throug e-mails, social networks, „paper“ 
letters, phone or in person. Representations of the European Commission are in every 
Member States.
More about: 
http://europa.eu/contact/index_en.htm;
http://ec.europa.eu/represent_en.htm; 

 • European Ombudsman
The European Ombudsman is an independent and impartial body that holds the  
EU administration to account. The Ombudsman investigates complaints about 
maladministration in the institutions and bodies of the European Union, including the 
European Commission, the Council of the EU, the European Parliament, the Committee 
of Regions, the Economic and Social Committee and all of EU agencies. Only the Court 
of Justice, the Court of First Instance and the Civil Service Tribunal, acting in their judicial 
role, are beyond his jurisdiction. This covers administrative irregularities, unfairness, 
discrimination, abuse of power, failure to reply, refusal of information, and unnecessary 
delay, for example. Any citizen or resident of the EU, or business, association, or other 
body with a registered office in the EU, can lodge a complaint. You need not be individually 
affected by the maladministration to complain. Complaint should be submitted:
• within two years of becoming aware of the facts on which your complaint is based;
• after having first contacted the EU institution concerned to try to resolve the matter;
• in writing, including via the online complaint form available on the European  
 Ombudsman’s website.
The form can be submitted electronically or printed out and sent by post. It is also available 
in paper format from the European Ombudsman’s office on request. You may submit your 
complaint in any of the 23 official languages of the EU. 
More about: http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/start.faces

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00041/Agora
http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu/contact/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/represent_en.htm
http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/start.faces
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AN EXAMPLE OF THE SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION OF TOOLS FOR 
PARTICIPATORY CITIZENSHIP ECI - EUROPEAN CITIZENS’ INITIATIVE

From the 01.04.2012 the European citizens have the opportunity to influence the legislation 
of the European Union via the European Citizens’ Initiative. It is a call to the European 
Commission to propose legislation in all areas that are the regulating responsibility of EU.
A citizens’ initiative must be supported by at least one million EU citizens from at least seven 
of the 28 Member States. It can be supported by all EU citizens, who are old enough to vote 
in the European Parliament. For each of the Member States, a predetermined number of 
signatures must be gathered. In Slovenia, it is necessary to collect at least 6000 signatures 
in order to reach the quota of the country.
So far there have been three successful European Citizens’ Initiatives. During the first 
successful European Citizens’ Initiative Water and sanitation is a human right! Water is 
a public good, not a commodity, 1,884,790 signatures were collected (at the time of 
submission 12/20/2013: 1659.543 signatures). With the petition European citizens are calling 
on the European Commission to propose legislation that will enforce the human right for 
water and sanitation arrangements, as recognized by the United Nations, and will promote 
the provision of water and sanitation arrangements and basic public services for all. In the 
framework of the initiative a timetable was set for the assessment of the drinking water 
Drinking Water Directive.
The second successful European Citizens’ Initiative named One of us, at the time of 
submission 02/28/2014 collected 1,721,626 signatures. It addresses juridical protection of the 
dignity, the right to life and of the integrity of every human being from conception in the 
areas of EU competence in which such protection is of particular importance.
The last successful European citizens’ initiative until this date has been filed on 03/03/2015. 
The initiative is entitled Stop vivisection. The initiative, under which  1173.130 European 
citizens are signed, is proposing a European legal framework aimed at phasing out animal 
experiments.

More on the initiatives:
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/secretariat_general/followup_actions/citizens_initiative_en.htm

INITIATIVE CITY ASSEMBLY - active citizenship at a local level (good 
practice)

An initiative of the City Assembly was organized in the spirit of mass protests, when 
citizens of Maribor (Maribor is the second largest Slovenian city) expressed their anger 
and dissatisfaction with local authorities on the protests in 2012. The assembly promoted 
political and non-partisan self-organizing city quarters and urban communities. As a step 
forward after the so-called »Maribor uprisings” and a tool for a more active participation 
or incitement to participation in management of the Community the idea of citizens’ 
assemblies has been presented to citizens. In 2013 were formed in Maribor the first local 
assembly’s and urban communities, which were moderated and conducted in a spirit of 

http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/secretariat_general/followup_actions/citizens_initiative_en.htm
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dialogue. Each person has the same time for discussion; debate takes place in the direction 
of the joint decisions which are reached by a consensus. Any proposal by a member is taken 
into account and it is expected that the proposing member will take responsibility for the 
realization of the idea, which was adopted consensually. The proposing member can be, 
joined by those who are committed to the realization of the proposal. Assemblies are a 
reflection of active citizens which want to participate and shape policy and life in the local 
community. To this date the assemblies are including…citizens of Maribor and are held at 
rural and urban communities. In this manner the citizens actively affect policy making and 
life in the Municipality of Maribor.
One of the key elements of the assemblies is decision making by consensus. As they wrote: 
Usually big public discussions do not lead to results, therefore they must be carefully 
structured in order that common decisions of the city district’s and local community can 
be made. Resolutions and decisions are agreed upon by simple means - by show of hands, 
by vote, by the domination of the majority over the minority. Achievement of consensus 
is the most difficult and most important task of the assemblies! Consensus is a process by 
which we make decisions, in which decisions must be taken unanimously, ie so that no one 
has unbridgeable impediments, and no one is not contrary to the decision. The search for 
consensus requires from each participant to develop and strengthen the argument and 
avoid the repetition. Moderators give the most attention precisely to the issue of reaching 
a consensus.
On the basis of the consensual resolutions ways to achieve common goals are being 
searched for. Only thus can the community actively influence the decision-making and the 
development of the city, the state of the world, now and in the future. 

Collective agreement
To be able to hear and be heard, the debate must take place in an appropriate environment, 
be properly moderated and all of participants must be co-responsible for the assembly. 
The best policy is that at the first assembly the members reach collective agreement on 
rolls to be followed:
1. Only one speaker.
2. With a show of hands we express our intention to speak.
3. Moderator passes the word.
4. We are concise.
5. Priority is given to those who had not yet spoken.
6. We do not discriminate.
7. We perform only in role of citizens. 
8. There are no monologues, not dialogues, but a discussion.
9. We stick to the agenda.
More: http://www.imz-maribor.org/

Appendix: Booklet - Building a better city!

http://www.imz-maribor.org/
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FOSTERING YOUTH CIVIC PARTICIPATION
By Myrto-Helena Pertsinidi, Jugend- & Kulturprojekt e.V., Germany

Jugend- & Kulturprojekt e.V. organized and implemented the „VOLUNTEER ACEDEMY“ 
event which included an International Fair with the title „NEXT STEP“ taking place from 8 to 
10 May 2015 in Deutsches Hygiene Museum, Dresden within the framework of the DOCPIE 
project – Democratic Ownership and Civic Participation in Europe. 
Jugend- & Kulturprojekt e.V. as a youth and culture organisation considers the information 
of young people regarding civic engagement and participation at local, national and 
European level very important and for this reason, the association invited young people 
from Dresden and the wider region of Saxony to meet several volunteer organizations 
and institutions from Dresden, Saxony, other states of Germany and from the countries 
involved in the DOCPIE project, which offer opportunities to young people regarding active 
EU citizenship and civic engagement. 
The practice of civic engagement has an important impact in educating young people about 
their rights and responsibilities as citizens and allowing them to develop skill sets that are 
valuable to them as they undergo the transition to adulthood. Civic engagement is also 
perceived as a driving force for community and national development as it enables youth to 
unleash their potential and contribute to the development of their societies. 
Civic enagement is a powerful means for youth to build their capacities and assets, make 
a swift transition to productive work & to public life, further their knowledge regarding 
EU policies, values and institutions, have an active role as EU citizens, contribute to the 
development of their communities, countries and peers.
However, nowadays, due to the economic, cultural and political crisis in Europe in terms of 
power relations, conflict solutions, identity and legitimacy there is an increasing mistrust 
for EU policies, strategies and actions. 
By taking taking into consideation that lately in Europe, the social welfare state is on  
the verge of collapse; the traditional value system is endangered; there is a rise of  
extreme-right movements; vulnerable social groups have been marginalised; over 5  
million young people in Europe are unemployed; there is skills mismatch between the 
training offered by educational systems and the expectations of employers in the labour 
market; young people do not acquire relevant and marketable skills which are required  
to enter and excel in the labour market; young people question EU values and policies;  
young people’s disengagement from political and governance systems; electoral 
participation and voting rates for young voters is low; low participation in the social 
structures of the society the social culture of the civil society, there is a need to strengthen 
civic engagement among youth. 
This can be achieved by promoting a wider understanding of the notion of participation 
as a right and concept of experiencing public and political life in order to influence  
daily-life issues. Moreover, ideas and visions of young people in shaping the understanding 
of democracy and adjusting structures and practicing democracy to face the challenges 
of today should be included. Informal participation of young people in daily life and 
unconventional praactice with formal participation in institutions should be linked 
and balanced and good examples of effective participation of young people should be 
recognized. In addition, relevant institutional stakeholders such as NGOs, the European 
Youth Forum, National Youth Councils, SALTO-YOUTH Participation Resource Centre 
should create or provide databases of good and recent examples and reports; power and 
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leadership with young people should be shared through youth local, national, regional and 
European programmes and the creation of youth networks; and also a youth participation 
mainstreaming approach should be introduced, which shows the impact and consequences 
that policies/laws have on young people.
Participation plays a key role in keeping democracy alive. It is considered to be a crucial 
or even main principle of the democracies of the 21st century. Political actors of European 
institutions and organisations emphasise in many recent documents the integrative signi 
cance of participation fostering active citizenship, especially with regard to the young 
generation in Europe. In Europe today there are 47 member states of the Council of Europe 
and 28 member states of the European Union. This already reflects a large diversity in 
terms of policies, cultures, economies and histories. Regarding the state of democracies 
and the role of civil society, Europe and many countries are considered herein to be in a 
critical state. In a number of countries, the election results for national parliaments as well 
as – in the European Union - for the European Parliament revealed an increase in support 
for nationalist, anti-European xenophobic parties. In addition, Europe is in a deep crisis, 
not only economically but also culturally and politically. There appears to be a general 
dissatisfaction with what is considered the “European Project” especially among young 
people – concerning its values as well as with the functioning of democracy. However, 
people want to have their say and address their dissatisfaction in various ways, either 
directly and frankly towards the political decision makers, or in less constructive ways. 
This context produces a dangerous amalgam that is gaining force in almost every country 
across Europe. It is therefore time to redefine and to foster the participation of citizens, 
particularly young people as a core principle and basic value of democratic governance in 
Europe.
Youth participation can be fostered: 
 • Through holistic and inclusive learning concepts including formal, non-formal and  
  informal approaches;
 • By introducing & developing democratic and participatory approaches and  
  methodologies through peer learning, learning by doing, volunteering, workshops,  
  discussions;
 •  By making the learning of participation accessible to all groups of young people and  
  inclusive;
 • Through quality mentoring and supportive structures and mentors;
 • Through Citizenship, Human Rights, Intercultural and Global Education;
 • By sharing good practices on the EU level e.g. EU Youth Portal, SALTO-YOUTH Good  
  Practice Database, European Knowledge Center on Youth;
 • By encouraging the interconnections between formal and non-formal settings,  
  showcasing good practices during relevant local, national and European events;
 • By disseminating examples of good practice on encouraging the participation of  
  young people with fewer opportunities; 
 • By ensuring inclusive access to information about participation opportunities  
  through various channels combining old and new media;
 •  By supporting critical usage of media by combining online tools with offline  
  participation formats ;
 • Through social networking tools and the internet allowing youth to share ideas and  
  mobilize themselves.
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EU POLICIES FOR AN AGEING WORKFORCE: EU action to promote 
active ageing
(Petra Cilenšek, Association for Rural Development LAZ)

The ageing population is an achievement of modern times. But at the forefront of a rapidly 
ageing population and continued low birth rate in the EU Member States, we are not so 
proud of ageing as we could, should be. Ageing poses a growing challenge for all of us. 
According to the latest research, the average age in the EU in 2014 was 42.2 years, which 
indicates that more than a half of EU citizens today are 42,2 years old or more. 
Up to 2060, this average age will increase to 47.2 years. 
The proportion of people aged 65 or older in 2014 stood at 18.5%. In 2060, it is expected that 
there will be 30 % citizens aged 65 or older (The 2015 Ageing Report, EC)
We can see that Europe is ageing and that this will affect all of us, on EU development, 
demographic structure and economic development. It is normal to expect that the aging of 
the population will continue. In the future that can put to the test one of the fundamental 
values of the EU, solidarity between generations. So is the most important to react now.  
Member States may also expect major turbulence in the field of social and health care and 
on pensions. Living standard after retirement will be put to the test. In addition, with that 
living standard of young generations.

Debate about Active Ageing has been going on in the EU is for a long time, sometimes 
more loudly, sometimes less. It was especially loud in the year 2012, which was declared the 
European Year for Active Ageing and Solidarity between Generations. 
The overall objective was to facilitate the creation of an active ageing culture in Europe 
based on a society for all ages.
The specific objectives were:
1. To raise general awareness of the value of active ageing and its various dimensions;
2. To stimulate debate, to exchange information and to develop mutual learning;
3. To offer a framework for commitment and concrete action;
4. To promote activities which will help to combat age discrimination, to overcome age 
related stereotypes and to remove barriers.
The Year 2012 was celebrated through a series of European events. The European Year 2012 
helped refining the national policy agendas on active ageing and stimulated the exchange of 
good practices between countries. National programmes were designed and implemented 
by participating countries. At the EU level, there was strong complementarity between 

European Commission defines active ageing as: „Active ageing means 
helping people stay in charge of their own lives for as long as possible as 
they age and, where possible, to contribute to the economy and society.“ 
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the European Year 2012 and other on-going policy activities, such as the White Paper on 
Pensions, the Demographic Forum, the European Innovation Partnership on Active and 
Healthy Ageing and the planned Accessibility Act.

Although the most relevant areas for active ageing remain a primary responsibility of the 
Member States (as pensions, working age, social rights. Etc.), the EU supports active ageing 
and solidarity between generations in many different ways: with legislation, strategies 
recommendations, opinions, statistics tools, funding...etc. Some of them are performed 
better, others less successfully.

If we present just some of them:
The EU’s commitment to the active ageing agenda is based on its core values, as defined 
in the Treaties. Most explicit manifestation of these values can be found in the EU Charter 
of Fundamental Rights, which is legally binding for actions by any EU body, and applies, to 
Member States when they are implementing EU law. The Treaty of Lisbon gives the Charter 
the same legal value as the other main EU treaties. I would like here to highlight two articles: 
Article 21(i)- which  determinates how any discrimination on any ground including disability 
and age must be prohibited; 
and
Article 25, which determinates The rights of the elderly. If I quote:
The Union recognises and respects the rights of the elderly to lead a life of dignity and 
independence and to participate in social and cultural life.
The Charter also contains other additional rights relevant to active ageing objectives such 
as gender equality, social security, healthcare and education.

European Commission in Publication The EU Contribution to Active Ageing and 
Solidarity between Generations (Luxembourg, 2012) wrote, that active ageing would 
meant: 
 1. Enabling both women and men to remain in employment longer – by  
  overcoming structural barriers (including a lack of support for informal carers)  
  and offering appropriate incentives, many older people can be helped to  
  remain active in the labour market, with systemic and individual benefits.
 2. Facilitating active citizenship through enabling environments that harness the  
  contribution that older women and men can make to society.
 3.  Enabling both women and men to keep in good health and to live independently  
  as they grow older, thanks to a life-course approach to healthy ageing  
  combined with adapted housing and local environments that allow elderly.

European Commission believes, that Europe can only meet the challenges of 
demographic change through active ageing; its future prosperity and social cohesion 
depend on it.
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The EU is acting to promote active ageing in several areas:
 • Active citizenship
 • Anti-discrimination
 • Employment
 • Education and life-long learning
 • Coordination of social protection systems
 • Pensions
 • Social inclusion and participation
 • Volunteering
 • Health promotion and coordination of health care systems
 • Research and innovation etc...
 
In some of these areas, the EU also has adopted legislation; in other areas, the EU just 
supports, recommends Member states’ national legislation, as for instance in education, 
pensions or volunteering.
EU adopted several Directives1 that contribute to the achievement of active ageing 
objectives. 
In 2000, the EU adopted Employment Equality Framework Directive (Council Directive 
2000/78/EC) which lays down a general framework for combating discrimination on the 
grounds of religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation as regards employment 
and occupation. It requires Member States to make illegal the unequal treatment of people, 
including on the grounds of age and disability, in the areas of employment, occupation or 
self-employed activities, including recruitment conditions, promotion, vocational training, 
working conditions, and membership of organisations.
The EU has also adopted several specific gender equality directives which contribute to the 
achievement of active ageing objectives by tackling key areas of gender inequality that limit 
access to employment and lifelong learning opportunities. These inequalities result in lower 
retirement income and higher risks of poverty in old age for older women for example.
The EU has adopted a series of health and safety at work directives setting out general 
requirements on the prevention and protection of occupational risks at the workplace. 
Ensuring the health and safety of workers throughout their working life is a prerequisite for 
a sustainable working life and active and healthy aging after retirement. This is an important 
part of comprehensive measures to enable citizens and encourage them to work for longer 
and thus increase the sustainability of pension systems.
The EU has adopted measures designed to protect the access of people who are or have 
been geographically mobile, to social security and social protection, which enables older 
people to participate in society and independent life. For active ageing, it is also necessary 
to ensure that EU citizens can enjoy the right to social protection anywhere in the EU.  

1 *A “directive” is a legislative act of EU that sets out a goal that all EU countries must achieve. How 
ever, it is up to the individual countries to decide how. A directive is different type of legal act such is a  
“regulation”, which is a binding legislative act. It must be applied in its entirety across the EU.
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Different Measures have been adopted through (for example):
• A European regulation on the coordination of social security systems (883/2004) that  
 ensures that citizens can build up social security entitlements even if they were covered  
 by different jurisdictions throughout their career and that they can enjoy their statutory  
 pensions and social protection anywhere in the EU.
• In terms of access to healthcare, the regulation also provides equal access to statutory  
 health insurance and healthcare systems for people who move across borders. 
• And Also the Directive on patients’ rights in cross-border healthcare (2011/24/EU),  
 which protects patients’ right to all the information they require on receiving healthcare  
 in another EU Member State.

Active Ageing is also included in the Europe 2020 Strategy. The Europe 2020 strategy is 
about delivering growth that is: smart, through more effective investments in education, 
research and innovation; sustainable, thanks to a decisive move towards a low-carbon 
economy; and inclusive, with a strong emphasis on job creation and poverty reduction. 
The strategy is focused on five ambitious goals in the areas of employment, innovation, 
education, poverty reduction and climate/energy:
1. Employment 
 • 75% of the 20-64 year-olds to be employed
2. R&D
 • 3% of the EU’s GDP to be invested in R&D
3. Climate change and energy sustainability 
 • greenhouse gas emissions 20% (or even 30%, if the conditions are right) lower than  
  1990 
 • 20% of energy from renewables 
 • 20% increase in energy efficiency 
4. Education 
 • Reducing the rates of early school leaving below 10% 
 • at least 40% of 30-34–year-olds completing third level education 
5. Fighting poverty and social exclusion 
 • at least 20 million fewer people in or at risk of poverty and social exclusion 

An important EU tool for the regulation of active ageing is also funding of various projects 
on active and healthy ageing (from the European Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund) 
and funding research and innovation and their coordination in the field of active and healthy 
aging. Active and healthy ageing is, consequently, one of the investment priorities of the 
European Social Fund (ESF) in the 2014-2020 programming period.

http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/europe-2020-in-a-nutshell/priorities/smart-growth/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/europe-2020-in-a-nutshell/priorities/sustainable-growth/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/europe-2020-in-a-nutshell/priorities/inclusive-growth/index_en.htm
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The EU also actively encourages Member States, regions and stakeholders to try to develop 
a better understanding of the challenges and possible solutions to exploit the full potential 
of an aging population. 
One of the important results of the European Year for Active Ageing and Solidarity 
between Generations is Active Ageing Index (AAI), which offers national and European 
policy makers a way to measure the untapped potential of seniors across the EU Member 
States and beyond. 
The index measures the extent to which older people can realise their full potential in 
terms of employment, participation in social and cultural life and independent living. It also 
measures the extent to which the environment they live in enables seniors to lead an active 
life. AAI contains 4 domains: Employment, Participation in Society, Independent and secure 
living, Capacity for acting ageing with 22 indicators.

Map 1: 2014 AAI country ranking 
(source: http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/AAI/Active+Ageing+Index+Home)

Just now is voting in progress, where citizens are able (until21 October 2015) to choose 
among five different challenges facing our society that they would like to see tackled 
in the coming years. Based on the outcome of the online voting, the Commission, in 
cooperation with the European Investment Bank Institute, will launch a Horizon 
Prize – an inducement prize that rewards whoever comes up with the best solution 
– on the challenge that received the most votes. One of theme is Ageing population: 
so that ageing would no longer hinder a healthy, active and socially engaged life and 
elderly people would feel valued by their communities. Therefore, with our vote- a 
simple participation in survey, we can be active and do something about active ageing 
objectives. More on: http://goo.gl/WRwvsp2  

2 22.10.2015: The most votes to be  tackled with the first Horizon Prize for Social Innovation received  
challenge of ageing population 
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The current top-ranked countries like Sweden, Denmark or the Netherlands barely pass the 
40 points mark which highlights the fact that even the best performing countries are still far 
below the AAI goalpost, established using the maximum values observed during the period 
in question, equal to 57.5 points for the overall AAI. 
The countries at the end of scale (Greece at the bottom, preceded by Poland, Slovakia, 
Hungary, Romania and Slovenia) have AAI values below 30 points, which suggests that they 
have still half of the potential of active ageing untapped. 
The AAI is a product of a joint project undertaken in 2012 by the European Commission 
Directorate General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion together with the 
Population Unit of the UNECE and the European Centre for Social Welfare Policy and 
Research in Vienna. 
We also shouldn’t overlook that on the September plenary session the European 
Parliament adopted the Resolution on the Report on the implementation, results and 
overall assessment of the 2012 European Year for Active Ageing and Solidarity between 
Generations. With it has developed clear views and guidance on the scope of the rights 
of the elderly, among others urges the Member States that they must ensure adequate 
pension, which will guarantee a dignified life of older people; it stresses the importance of 
volunteering and highlights other important areas of active aging. 
There is still a lot of work to do for strong and powerful active ageing policy all over EU and 
its Member States.
Active ageing is not a term with one meaning. It means working activity after official 
retirement age is reached; inclusion in society by transferring experiences and knowledge 
to young people; helping elderly in way that they can maintain their independence and 
stay included in society; encouraging physical activity of elderly, lifelong learning, healthy 
ageing...
In the light of active citizenship, we need to be more aware, that elderly have valuable 
skills and knowledge and with them, they can still contribute. Opportunity that elderly stay 
active in later life period is just the key to tackling the challenges of populations’ ageing.
Sources and more information: 
• http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_378_sum_en.pdf
• http://register.consilium.europa.eu/doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%2017468%202012%20INIT
• http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/index_en.htm
• http://www.staranje.si/aktivno-zdravo-staranje
• http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1062&langId=en
• http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/AAI/Active+Ageing+Index+Home
• http://ec.europa.eu/archives/ey2012/ey201282bb.html
• http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012P/TXT&from=EN
• http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServdo?uri=OJ:L:2011:088:0045:0065:en:PDF
• http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-TA-2015- 
 0309+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
• http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/AAI/Active+Ageing+Index+Home
• http://ec.europa.eu/epale/en/resource-centre/content/eu-contribution-active-ageing- 
 and-solidarity-between-generation
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• http://www.age-platform.eu
• http://ec.europa.eu
• http://www.europarl.europa.eu
• European Commission: The EU contribution to active ageing and solidarity between  
 generations, Luxembourg 2012
• European Commission: The EU Contribution to Active Ageing and Solidarity between  
 Generations, Bruselj, 2012
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ACTIVE AGEING: NEW ATTITUDES AND APPROACHES                                                                       
RAISING EUROPEAN IDENTITY  AWARENESS IN 3RD AGE CITIZENS

(Dr. Dušana Findeisen ; Slovenian Third Age University )
dusana.findeisen@guest.arnes.si

Introduction 

I have never been confortable with the denomination “older people”. Who are they, who 
are we talking about? Are they Italian researchers who are considered to be older workers 
already at the age of thirty-five, are they frail older people in institutional care, are they 
older people belonging to the dynamic time between work, retirement and old age (once 
called the third age) like myself, are they simply those who are above the average age of 
the population in a country (French Official Journal)?
In what way do the existing legal mechanisms and policies support, limit or hinder the 
contributory role of older people, of different groups of older people?
Finally as word of introduction, a question: “Are we afraid of ageing society? Are we really 
afraid of lower fertility and longevity in European countries, or are we afraid to admit that 
numerous social changes have brought also a new cultural organisation and role of ages  
and policies are to be amended or created accordingly”. These are the questions I would 
like to ask you and these are, and many others, the questions I am asking myself. I hope  
we might answer at least some of them, now and later on in a debate we intend to open.

European identity and (older) people’s active citizenship

This event is about European identity. Are we aware of our European identity? Particularly 
we, older people, who have been coining our identities, personal and collective identities, 
in different social, political and cultural contexts? 
Knowing a little bit more about the European Union, its principles, history, current structural 
developments and mission, is as important as understanding the identity and the aims of 
your own country. The European Union and our country are closely related and we are 
European citizens as much as we are citizens of our own country. Within this framework, 
it is barely conceivable to think that European institutions are of no concern to European 
citizens, because they simply are! More than 70% of your national legislation comes from 
Europe, whether it concerns maximum working hours, the food we eat, the air we breathe 
or the age when we can retire. And do we really know who decides about all these issues? It 
is not the anonymous bureaucrats in Brussels, but increasingly it is the European Parliament 
that makes decisions, the men and women whom we elect.  Together with our ministers, 
heads of state or government they take decisions affecting our everyday life, whether we 
are young or old, producer or consumer, or living in the North, South, East or West of the 
Community. Often we complain that Europe is distant from its citizens - but is it? 

How well do we know EU

Although based on the principles of the French Revolution – liberty, equality, fraternity – 
the European Union is not a revolutionary enterprise, but it is an intellectual enterprise as 
much as it is a practical reality.
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Over decades EU has become a framework for numerous enriching cultural, social, economic 
and other transactions among its member states. It established a common currency and 
it has provided for common security. Nevertheless, it has also failed several times and in 
several ways. Thus, Jacques Delors, Marcel Gauchet, Cohn Bendit and others are convinced 
that Europe has failed in imposing itself as a political force and it has failed in imposing itself 
in the processes of globalisation. Moreover, member states do not truly understand that 
“union is a force” and that union means community, giving, as well as ensuring receiving. 
Nevertheless, in times of economic, financial, political and social crisis, the EU is believed 
to have a new chance, that is, the chance to tackle, democratically, issues of common and 
global interest, such as environmental issues, reversing the global trend of the market 
economy (Habermas, 2009, p.105) and demographic changes. (including ageing population, 
migrations, ageing workforce). These issues cannot be tackled in isolation, but on the 
contrary, they should become subject to large-scale public debate and real civil dialogue 
(Jacques Delors, idem). 
Nowadays most European institutions and advisory bodies (European Commission, 
European Parliament, European Economic and Social Council) act accordingly. “The 
development of a European wide political public sphere - that is of a communicative 
network extending beyond the national borders and specialising in the relevant questions - 
is of central importance to the emergence of the European identity, says Habermas (2009, 
p.87). It is time for Europe and its institutions to become an agora, a truly deliberative space, 
including the representatives of all its citizens. In this spirit, I believe, we have gathered 
here in Brescia.
We thought it would be interesting to find out to what extent the relationship between 
European Union and its older citizens has become a reality has been consolidated. To what 
extent older citizens identify with EU, to what extent they are aware of their European 
identity. 

A research on the relationship between Europe and older citizens conducted by Slovenian 
Third Age University and its  French partner organisation Old up from Paris, has yielded 
the following results:  There were more than 500 respondents in  each country.
The majority of the respondents report  that Europe  has changed their everyday life; 
political changes, (50,7 %), economic changes, (65,4 %), social changes (46,4 %) and 
cultural changes (70,9)
The majority of the respondents report  that  educational systems should be unique
(51,5 %) and cultures should be mixed up (72,3 %).
The majority of the respondents are of opinion that their co-citizens have no opinion of 
European citizenship (49,6 %).
The minority  of the respondents report  that  they know associations related to Europe  
(36,3 %) et only some of them are their members (11,5 %).
Media and cultural exchanges  would be the best vehicles consolidating the concept 
of European citizenship. Following are associations, forums, seminars, meetings  and 
politicians. 
The majority said they  take part in European elections (78,3 %).
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European identity and (older) people’s active citizenship

Since its establishment, the geographical shape of European Union has been changing. 
Its borders are now open, an open public space has been created. These developments 
influenced  the  existence of European society, have shaped a new political community of 
nations, and the emerging public space. 
Individual rights are today secured on both, the European and global levels, and not only 
within nation states. Typically, social rights will be secured by the nation state, the rights in 
relation to the internal market will be guaranteed by the European Union and the UN will 
guarantee human rights. As a consequence of globalisation the idea of active citizenship 
needs to be developed on three levels: the national, European and global level.
Nevertheless, European identity is still an abstract concept, loosely formulated and loosely 
rooted in the social tissues, as indeed is the European active citizenship.
Are you sure you know what active citizenship is? 
The idea of active citizenship is not new but can be traced back to ancient Greece. Greek 
citizenship was primarily built on the obligations, that each citizen had to the city (polis) 
government. To be an active citizen- one who took part in political life. was considered to 
be a moral duty. One was morally obliged to take an active part in common polis matters, if 
one wanted to be respected as a citizen and a human being. 
In the 1700s there was a redrafting of the citizenship concept. Moral values like fraternity, 
freedom equality became the basis of active citizenship. 
In the 19th c. the concept of “legal state”, “state of law”, “state of justice”, “state of 
rights”, or “state based on justice and integrity” was formulated  and citizens’ rights were 
secured within national states.
The citizens of Europe should ideally view themselves not only as British, German, and 
Italian, etc. but also as European citizens and indeed as citizens of the world to which they 
are connected with rights and obligations and active citizenship. 

Demographic changes and the ageing society

The ageing society is one of the major current demographic changes. The other changes 
are shrinking populations, the ageing workforce and migrations. 
When we think about ageing, we think about it principally as individual ageing, not as 
demographic ageing. Demographic ageing is a rather new phenomenon which first 
appeared in the second half of the 20th century. Despite the progress achieved in all areas, 
human life is not any longer than in previous times, however the number of people over the 
age of 65 is increasing considerably and deaths are outnumbering births. Ever more people 
reach an advanced old age and at the same time the rate of fertility is reducing in some 
European regions due to a number of reasons, migrations being one of them. 
Population is ageing and our societies are ageing. We live in an ageing society.  Of course, 
on one hand this is a threat, but the percentage of older people in a society is a civilisation 
achievement (ie.in Afghanistan there are only 3.5 % of people 65+ while in EU this is going 
to be a quarter of population). 
But any change requires adaptation. This brings about the need to promote a cultural 
change in attitudes towards older people and old age, a change in the position of older 
people in society and the need to modify policies that determine the relationships between 
generations and that are supposed to meet the needs of different generations.
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I have a tendency to believe that enhancing intergenerational solidarity (time, money, 
knowledge, culture, work) and cooperation is crucial in order to react constructively to 
today’s rapidly evolving social and demographic context. 
Changes in the age structure of our populations will have a significant impact on the 
dynamics among and also within generations, and intergenerational solidarity and 
cooperation will need to be reinvented and sustained by appropriate policies. Expectations 
towards all generations should be high and ambitious and older people are no exception 
here. 

Major older people’s issues 

There are many issues associated with older people: 
 • working longer under better conditions,
 • preparing for volunteering whilst still in paid employment,
 • working as a volunteer on an individual basis or in an organised way within public  
  institutions and other organisations during retirement
 • having a different position within families,
 • taking part in lifelong learning and education,
 • participating in local communities,
 • participating in taking decisions in municipality matters such as education, health,  
  culture,
 • enjoying transport, social protection, 
 • alleviating poverty, etc.

All of these older people’s specific issues -plus others-are important. Not only pension 
schemes, and pension reforms. Nevertheless, pension reforms have been at the top of 
discussions in all international institutions (EU Commission, OECD, European Parliament 
etc.). But as I view it social fairness, social justice should be at the top of the debates. More 
social fairness is needed not only on the distributive, but also on the cultural and symbolic 
level. 

In order to identify the issues of older people, one must first identify resources in society 
that are available to the generations in the middle, and secondly, a number of questions 
need to be asked:
 (a) Do older people have equal access to accommodation, work, culture, health,  
  education, transport, decision-making process?  
 (b) Do they have the right to go on working after their retirement without being  
  penalized? 
 (c) Do older people have equal access to the media and do they appear in the Media, in  
  public space? 
 (d) Are there discounts offered to older people solely on the basis of their age, pushing   
  them in the end to appreciate being supported and slowly abandoning their right to   
  play an equal role in public matters?
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 (e) The direction of local, national and EU policies regarding older people is often one  
  that promotes weakness and dependency and this should be changed! EU treaties  
  and common policies as well as numerous documents address older people’s issues.

Policies and legal mechanisms protecting older people’s rights

The year 2015 should be a landmark in social development: the UN Summit will adopt the 
post-2015 agenda, the European Social Charter will be 50 years old, and the EU will be 
devoting the entire year to development. And Slovenia together with other countries is 
acting towards an International Convention on The rights of Older Persons. 
All this is happening against the backdrop of a rapidly changing global social structure. 
The global population is ageing, and increased life expectancy imposes a heavy burden on 
traditional public finances and sustainable health systems. At the same time, prolonged 
life expectancy and advances in technology enable older people to live fuller and more 
integrated lives. Nevertheless, the inequality gap between the rich and the poor remains a 
significant impediment to social progress. 
Older people seem to face multiple discrimination based on gender, age and ethnicity. Older 
people might be discriminated against within their own, very diverse, social group, or by 
other groups. Inequality and ‘ageism’ thus hinder progress in bridging the generational gap, 
in reforming the social contract, and in creating a model for long-term demographic stability 
and a supportive environment. There is a clear need to strengthen inter-generational links 
and foster human rights awareness and respect for the human rights of people of any age, 
potentially enabling greater solidarity between generations and thus an inclusive society.
The needs of older people are specific. Despite the fact that the human rights of older 
persons are in principle addressed in all human rights instruments, there is no coherent, 
holistic instrument that specifically addresses the rights of the elderly. One approach to 
addressing this issue that has been gaining momentum is the adoption of an international 
convention on the rights of older persons.

Older citizens and who represents them at the European level?

a/ The institutional level
The issues of older citizens are being addressed through the endeavours of various 
European Institutions, mainly by the European Commission and the European Parliament.
The European Commission (EC) The EC seeks public opinion on the issues through 
promoting public debate, peer reviews, consultations, thematic conferences etc., and 
prepares proposals in the field of social policy that concern older citizens (employment, 
social security, volunteering etc.).
Intergroup on Ageing This is a group within the European Parliament and unites MPs 
from different committees and sectors who are willing to discuss this particular issue. The 
Intergroup issues statements directed at the European Council and other EU institutions. 
The Intergroup is convinced that social protection and employment policies must be linked, 
that the EU has a key role to play in bringing about reform of pension systems in order to 
ensure decent pensions for all, giving people a fair share of society’s economic prosperity 
and not just preventing outright poverty. Countries need to provide secure, universal 
and fully adequate first pillar pensions. It is also necessary to adopt reforms to allow and 
encourage older people to keep working.
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b/The NGO level
AGE (www.age-platform.org), the European Older People’s Platform, is a European network 
of around 150 organisations working on behalf of people aged 50+, which directly represent 
over 28 million older people in Europe. AGE  aims to voice and promote the interests of the 
150 million people aged 50+ in the European Union and to raise awareness of the issues 
that concern them most. AGE also aims to give a voice to older and retired people in EU 
policy debates through the active participation of their representative organisations at EU, 
national, regional and local levels, so as to input into EU policy development. AGE’s work 
focuses on a wide range of policy areas that impact on older and retired people. These 
include issues of anti-discrimination, employment of older workers and active ageing, 
social protection, pension reforms, social inclusion, health, research, accessibility of public 
transport and of the built environment, lifelong learning and ICT.
There are other important NGO’s at this level, some of which specialise in the issues of older 
people, and some of them that deal with relevant issues as a part of their particular field of 
activity. Many also play an important international role in the field of research. Below is a 
selection of some of the more important and relevant NGOs:
 • Care (Christian Action Research & Education for Europe): 
  http://www.careforeurope.org/
 • CEV (European Volunteer Centre): http://www.cev.be/
 • COFACE (Conf.d.ration des Organisations Familiales de l’Union Europ.enne):
  http://www.coface-eu.org/
 • CCRE (Council of European Municipalities and Regions): http://www.ccre.org/
 • EUROCADRES (Council of European Professional and Managerial Staff):
  http://www.eurocadres.org/
 • Eurocarers  (European Association Working for Carers): http://www.eurocarers.org/
 • Euro Cities: http://www.eurocities.eu/main.php
 • Euro Health Net: http://www.eurohealthnet.eu/
 • European Association for Population Studies: http://www.eaps.nl/
 • European Federation for Retirement Provision: http://www.efrp.org/
 • European Association of Service Providers for Persons with Disabilities:
  http://www.easpd.eu/
 • EURAG (European Federation of Older Persons): http://www.easpd.eu/
 • European University: http://www.euruni.edu/Scripts/Index.aspx?idz=2
 • FAFCE (F.deration der Katholischen Familienverbande in Europa):
  http://www.family-eu.org/cms/index.php
 • IPSE (Institut de la Protection Sociale Europ.enne):
 http://www.idies.org/index.php?post/Linstitut-de-la-protection-sociale-europeenne-IPSE
 • Youth Forum Jeunesse:  http://www.youthforum.org/

Since 2000 social policy has occupied a much more prominent place in the overall agenda 
of the EU. After the adoption of the Lisbon Strategy by heads of state or government, a 
new goal was formulated which stated that economic and social policies should go hand 

http://www.youthforum.org/
http://www.youthforum.org/
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in hand. As a result an ambitious social agenda was formulated, which sets out the social 
priorities - the Open Method of Coordination - which promotes stronger co-operation and 
co-ordination between member states on different social issues. This method applies to the 
areas of employment, social protection (pensions), social inclusion and education.

Conclusion 

The ageing society simply requires many changes of the roles of older people and of the 
roles of other generations, including many changes in their mutual relationships. Above 
all, it requires active participation of all citizens within the member states of the European 
Union.
The policy discourse of dependence, old age stereotypes, prejudices and discrimination 
should be replaced by policies focusing on the contributory role of older people, older 
people as agents of change and development. 
Intergenerational co-operation should be seen as a condition sine qua non for active ageing. 
Older citizens should be more present in the shaping of European policies in line with Jaques 
Delors’ argument that in the future, “the European dynamics will be much more dependent 
on the contribution of the European (older) citizens than on the European institutions”. 
(Jacques Delors, idem). 
For this purpose it is most important that European older citizens increase their knowledge 
about the European Union, its institutions and its achievements. 
Moreover, better policies, experience and knowledge is/will be the basis of older people’s 
European identity awareness.
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Abstract from the DOCPIE International Workshop: Raising EU identity awareness in 3rd age 
citizens, Brescia, 9th October 2015

THE FRIENDLY CITY
Roberto Busi
Department of Civil Engineering, Architecture, Land, Environment and Mathematics, University 
of Brescia - roberto.busi@unibs.it

For decades now, the work of the School of Urban Planning of the University of Brescia 
recognizes (and is recognized in) - the expression “Friendly City”. The adjective “friend” 
contains, in its simplicity of use, a set of multiple semantic meanings, which, together, 
contribute to outline a rich and unambiguous set of values to be achieved.
Without claiming to be exhaustive – it is not possible here - we limit ourselves to highlight 
that “friendly city” means a city that, at the same time, is:
 • safe; both in terms of vulnerability to accidents (safety) and in terms of prevention of  
  criminal acts (security);
 • accessible; because every movement must necessarily be able to take place,  
  peacefully, by all (and therefore also by the weakest and most vulnerable road users)  
  from the threshold of the place of departure until that of the desired place;
 • beautiful; because the urban landscape is a determining factor in the quality of urban  
  life;
 • social; because attention to the structure of the “city of stone” (urbs) is functional,  
  primarily, to the society therein established (civitas); but also because city  
  equipments - subject to the necessary checks on the economic viability – should be  
  actually oriented to serve people, in a spirit of solidarity;
 • and discreet; because its impact on the environment has to be as small as possible.
The speech aims to highlight how these objectives constitute a single complex of synergic 
values that can be actually prosecuted.
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Abstract from the DOCPIE International Workshop: Raising EU identity awareness in 3rd age 
citizens, Brescia, 9th October 2015

DEMAND AND OFFER OF SOCIAL AND ASSISTENTIAL SERVICES FOR 
THE WEALTH OF INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES IN BRESCIA
Maurizio Carpita, Veronica Cappa, Paola Zuccolotto - DMS StatLab
Department di Economics e Management, University of Brescia

This historic moment is characterized by significant changes in the social structure, due 
to factors that are very different but related each other. Certainly the negative effects of 
economic crisis are affecting households’ incomes, changing their needs in terms of social 
and health services. Another important aspect to consider is the social and geographical 
mobility, which can be declined in multiple aspects, as dimension of the household’s social 
network, and immigration. Even raising the retirement age and increasing the female 
employment rate may determine changes to the social welfare and the structure of 
household’s networks (for example the care of elders should be left to third parties).
To analyze this complex phenomenon, the University of Brescia carried out the Project 
“Demand and Supply of social and health services”, a biennial study (June 2014 – May 
2016) co-funded by the Comunità Bresciana Foundation. Partners of the projects are the 
Department of Economics and Management with the DMS StatLab - Data Methods and 
Systems Statistical Laboratory, the Department of Civil Engineering, Architecture, Land and 
Environment and the Department of Experimental and Clinical Science. 
The first objective of this project is to measure the degree of social well-being of the 
households living in Brescia. The “well-being” is a multidimensional and complex 
concept, which cannot be captured by a single indicator: considering economic and socio-
demographic characteristics, the goal of our research is to build some composite indicators 
to measure different aspects of “latent constructs” of interest as poverty and vulnerability. 
Data on households’ characteristics and incomes were available thanks to a strength 
collaboration with Statistical Staff of the Brescia municipality. From the civil registry we 
collect information about individuals (first and last name, tax code, gender, date of birth, 
birthplace and marital status) and about households (address, number of components, 
parental relationship between members), from 2005 to 2014; data of income were available 
from 2005 to 2013. These main sources of information have been merged into one integrated 
data warehouse. The next step will be to link these measures of poverty and vulnerability 
with the needs of social and health services (private and public) and their evaluations by the 
households. The results of this analysis can play a key role in the government of social and 
economic local policies.
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Abstract from the DOCPIE International Workshop: Raising EU identity awareness in 3rd age 
citizens, Brescia, 9th October 2015

NETWORK IMPLICATIONS ON HEALTH IN A SAMPLE OF OLDER 
PERSONS IN BRESCIA. THE “ANZIANI IN RETE” STUDY
Flaminio Squazzoni
Department of Economics and Management, Università of Brescia - flaminio.squazzoni@
unibs.it
Alessandra Marengoni
Department of Clinical and Experimental Sciences, University of Brescia -alessadra.
marengoni@unibs.it

Thousands of persons turn 65 years of age every day. This determines a population change 
without precedent in human history. Income growth and progress in nutrition, education, 
sanitation and medicine in advanced countries have increased life expectancy and 
improved health conditions. In this situation, the prevention and care of chronic diseases 
is dramatically challenging the quality, efficiency and sustainability of health care systems 
worldwide. 
Although we know that certain life styles tend to increase the people’s likelihood to have 
different chronic diseases, we know less about the role of the quality of social life especially 
in older adults, i.e., social networks and social capital. Actually, many studies examined 
socioeconomic status and health as consequences of education, occupation and income, 
i.e., macro social factors. A few studies have analysed social networks and capital, i.e., the 
way people are connected with other people and the kind of social resources they can 
access through social connections often beyond their family, which are difficult, sometimes 
impossible to get otherwise, e.g., information, advises, time, empathy, help and social 
support. This is especially true for older aged persons, who could spent most of their time 
inactive and with little social support. For instance, persons with weak social networks, 
less connected to friends and acquaintances beyond their family may have little knowledge 
about healthy behaviours, worse self-management of chronic diseases, and lower use of 
preventive services. Easy access to rich social services at the neighbourhood level, e.g., 
non-profit associations, sports clubs, artistic communities can determine whether an old 
person can be exposed to important cognitive stimuli and opportunities of knowledge 
exchange that can have positive implications on preventing cognitive impairment, 
unhealthy behaviour and depression. 
In order to look at the interplay of health and social life, we evaluated a randomized 
sample of the older population of Brescia, Italy, in three city districts was (N=200, age≥65 
years). Data were collected from April to August 2014 through a comprehensive geriatric 
assessment, information on socio-demographic variables, including family, friendship and 
acquaintance contacts. This allowed us to measure certain social network properties, i.e., 
degree, efficiency and variety. By accessing the list of all non-profit, voluntary associations 
in the three districts including in the sample, we built an indicator of the quality of the 
associational life at neighborhood level. 
Results showed, first, that network effects were different depending on the person’s 
age. While family is more important for older persons, certain features of social networks 
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were more important in less older persons. In particular, we found a significant positive 
correlation between the presence of higher educated contacts and higher heterogeneity 
of contacts on reducing cognitive impairment and preventing certain diseases. Higher 
self-concern, better access to medical care and adherence to medications could explain 
the positive association between the higher degree of social networks and the lower 
likelihood of having a stroke. We also found that being married and having higher social 
capital at the neighborhood level, higher social network degree, and less heterogeneity of 
social networks were associated with a lower number of chronic diseases. We also found a 
positive effect of the quality of the association life on cognitive impairment, as people living 
in districts having a more vital associational life performed better in cognitive tests.
Although limited to a cross-sectional analysis and including a small sample size, our results 
help to cast new light on the complexity of health policies, which should include attention 
to the quality of social life, and suggest the benefit of integrating different disciplines, e.g., 
geriatrics, biology, neurology and social sciences, in order to look at prevention, care and 
disease from a unified perspective. 
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Abstract from the DOCPIE International Workshop: Raising EU identity awareness in 3rd age 
citizens, Brescia, 9th October 2015

ACTIVE DESIGN: A PLANNING APPROACH TO “ENABLING” SPACES

Alberto Arenghi
Department of Civil Engineering, Architecture, Land, Environment and Mathematics, University 
of Brescia – alberto.arenghi@unibs.it

With regard to the theme of the Workshop it is believed that the sense of belonging to a 
community implies participation, or rather that ‘being there’ to bring their experience.
According to the International Classification of Functioning, participation is one of the main 
indicators of health that WHO has defined to be “created and lived by people within the 
settings of their everyday life; where they learn, work, play and love” (The Ottawa Charter, 
1986). In this perspective the multiple interaction between people, health and environment 
is central. A focus entirely centred on the concept of disease, it is replaced by a vision of 
society in which the result of a well-made intervention is measured in terms of participation.
The real problem is not the health status or its cause, but how it can be placed in a context 
unable to receive it, which isolates the suffering person considering him as a neglect and 
unwanted subject, belonging to a minority group whose rights are not considered as a 
primary asset. Good health could become illness if placed in an unsuitable environment; 
on the opposite, a well designed environment makes a biological suffering condition 
acceptable if not livable.
It is therefore crucial that design activity is able to synthesize the multiple interaction above 
mentioned. Active Design offers a reading and a conception of the project that contribute 
to encourage, stimulate and maximize the people capabilities through an ‘enabling’ and 
‘training’ environment. The focus must move from ‘cure’ to ‘take care’ since our society is 
characterized by ageing and chronic diseases that people must face in environments which 
mitigate their negative consequences.
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Abstract from the DOCPIE International Workshop: Raising EU identity awareness in 3rd age 
citizens, Brescia, 9th October 2015

SMART AGEING 
Luigi Mundula
Department of Economics and Management, University of Cagliari – luigimundula@unica.it

Form a concept related on the energy saving and efficiency use issues, the smart city notion 
has been developed to include different aspects of urban life but with a changeless focus on 
the endowment of information and communication technologies as point of reference. This 
technocentric view is based on the fact that the political target is to improve the economic 
growth and all the scholars are agree that the latter depend on the innovation level which 
again is linked to the ICT endowment and use. From this point of view the contribution that 
smart cities perspective can give to the aging issue has been explored mainly in terms of 
improving the welfare efficiency, i.e. to use technological solutions to better prevent or 
manage the health problems of the elderly people. In opposition to this narrow approach 
it’s possible define smart a city not because is technological advanced but because is able 
to use in an efficient way all the available resources to answer quickly and efficiently to 
endogenous stresses and to exogenous shocks that the urban population faces daily. In 
that vision the elderly people are not only a passive object to manage, but a active resource 
able to contribute to the urban development. A such approach is not only a etic duty but 
even a economic need, as the demographic old-age dependency ratio is projected to 
increase from the actual 27.8% to 50.1% in the EU by 2060 (EU Commission, The 2015 Ageing 
Report). Starting from this background the paper aims to explore conditions and possible 
ways to valorise the elderly people, meant as knowledge and identity repository, in order 
to transform them from a cost into a source of revenue for the society and so generating 
an improvement of social wellbeing.
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GATHERING PUBLIC OPINION
GATHERING PUBLIC OPINION - Procedure and key findings 

The survey was aimed to define the level of awareness on European identity and 
understanding of the EU citizenship rights. The focus was on specifying reasons for 
participating and not participating in the European elections, European Citizens Initiative, 
Citizens’ Dialogues as well using other means to influence political decision-making in the 
EU. Finally, the survey was identified actions, topics and conditions that would strengthen 
the sense of European identity and to encourage people to be more active citizens of the 
European Union.

Questionnaire was developed by Društvo LAZ in collaboration with the Institute for 
Electronic Participation, in order to gather the opinion of the citizens in each country, on 
topics such as EU identity, participation to elections and EU citizenship. The survey was 
carried out with the help of general invitations via e-mails, websites and social media.  
Non-probability sample was used for participating respondents, therefore drawing 
conclusions about the population based on a sample is not possible.

The survey was drafted in first two months of the project, while all partners had the 
opportunity to review and amend it in order to develop a final version.
At partner meeting during the event in Dresden, we thoroughly reviewed the content of 
the survey and discuss about specific issues in the survey. Familiarization with the all kind 
of possibilities of public participation through questioner was a great opportunity for the 
partners to learn more about European dialogue and European citizens’ initiative etc. 
The questionnaire was made in English and then each partner translates it in to the national 
languages in order to facilitate citizen access. It was distributed through online survey tools 
(1ka.si) to the project target groups. 

The answers were collected by all project partners. As a tool for collecting answers we used 
FB, official partners’ websites, official project DOCPIE website and other web portals. We 
also used emails and send questioners links directly to our contacts. Together we collect 
1000 solved questioners in 13 EU and non-EU member states.  
Opinions and suggestions collected from survey will greatly help non-governmental 
organizations and local municipalities within the project DOCPIE.

https://www.1ka.si/
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Key Finding summarise:

The two most important reasons why survey respondents (citizens from Bulgaria, Greece, 
Croatia, Italy, Hungary, Germany, Romania and Slovenia) participated in elections are: 
the belief that the participation in election is citizens’ moral duty and the belief that the 
representative democracy on the EU level is important. 
12 % of survey respondents pointed out as the most important reason for participation 
in the European elections, that the European Parliament has previously adopted 
decisions which have improved their quality of life. Only 4 % of them indicated that 
they had positive experiences with the work of European deputies.The vast majority 
of survey respondents have never signed European citizens’ initiative. The most 
common reasons for that are lacks of knowledge on European citizens’ initiative  
(53 %) and inadequate information about campaigns or opportunities for submission of 
support signatures (25 %).
The vast majority of survey respondents have never attended Citizens’ Dialogues. The 
most common reason for that is ignorance or lack of information about the debates on the 
future of Europe (47 %).

More information on DOCPIE web, under section Gathering Public Opinion

http://www.srce-me-povezuje.si/drustvolaz/index.php%3Flng%3Dsl%26t%3Ddocpie%26id%3D11443
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APPENDIX
BUILDING A BETTER CITY!
Self-organized districts and local communities
(Initiative for citywide assembly)

WHO WE ARE:

We are a group whose aim it is to promote non-partisan political self-organization at the 
city district level in the Municipality of Maribor. We are convinced that the civil revolt and 
various actions of civil disobedience in Slovenia must be followed by new, creative and far-
reaching steps towards a kind of development that will empower us to effect change in our 
streets, districts, local communities, cities, the country and, finally, the world.
The People should play the primary role in shaping and influencing development policies 
in our cities and nationwide, rather than leaving them in the hands of city councillors and 
parliamentarians. We are the ones who should be representing our common interests. 
However, since politicians obviously understand their role in society quite differently, 
it falls to us to put them in their place and present to them our positions and demands, 
and in doing so take over the responsibility for the functioning of our communities, the 
municipality and the entire country.
We believe that the solution lies in self-organizing, debate, education and sharing 
information. This will enable us to critically, directly and creatively respond to the 
degeneration of our political and social system.
We have to regain the co-determination and co-management that was taken away from us 
at the local, municipal as well as national level. We can achieve this by exerting pressure on 
the ruling structures in various ways - but most effectively through direct democracy.

MAIN PRIORITIES:

To never again allow the usurpation of the people’s mandate and to prevent those in 
power from committing unconscionable acts: the elimination of the commons, and with it 
the destruction of our lives, our environment and the legacy of past generations. In order 
to achieve that, we need to set up self-organized districts and local communities in the 
Municipality of Maribor.
By taking this step, we will create a public venue for people to meet, debate, inform each 
other and self-organize in order to fight all sources of oppression. By creating new forms 
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of cooperation, we wish to build trust among people, which will enable us to jointly tackle 
local, national and global challenges.
Because mass debates are usually not very productive, popular assemblies must be carefully 
moderated so that district and local communities can effectively reach CONSENSUS and 
make inclusive decisions.
Reaching CONSENSUS will be the greatest challenge at the assemblies. Decisions will 
not be reached in an easy way, e.g. voting by acclamation, show of hands or the majority 
overruling the minority (as is done in city councils and in Parliament). The goal of reaching 
consensus will require that the participants do not repeat themselves but instead build on 
and contribute to what has already been said.
The moderators, in a bid to reach consensus, should take special care to structure the 
debates in a way that will lead to consensus decisions.
Once decisions have been made, ways must be found to implement them. This is the most 
effective way in which the communities can influence and co-determine the development 
of their city, state and, finally, the world.

GENERAL GOALS:

1 By means of active political engagement, we aim to put a stop to systemic bribery, 
cronyism and nepotism, as well as end the old ways of political decision-making that led to 
this predicament. 
2 Committing to non-partisan, grassroots politics, i.e. bottom-up politics, which means 
co-determining and co-managing urban development policies as well as preparing the 
community for future direct political participation and co-management.
3 To monitor and call attention to the problem of corruption and abuse by those in power. 
To find reallife solutions by putting pressure on those responsible for addressing the needs 
of a community, with special attention to the most vulnerable members of society.
4 To change the system of political decision-making. This requires an active and informed 
community which will formulate its own policies and proposals, publicly champion them, 
demand their implementation and itself take part in their implementation.
5 To create a broad people’s movement that will enable us to achieve our common 
goal: creating a new social reality and changing the rules of the game so that government 
will serve the people and not the other way around. This probably means following the 
principles of self-management.
6 To fuse the people’s struggles at home and abroad into one struggle against the corrupt 
system in Slovenia and Europe. We realize that this is our only chance to create a different 
system, one in which people will be able to live a dignified existence.

SPECIFIC GOALS:

1 For residents (counting also the undocumented ones) of the Municipality of Maribor, 
the easiest option is to be active and participate at the local level through various forms of 
self-organization. Because of the close contacts we maintain with our local communities, 
we have developed a good understanding of our social fabric and political situation. 
Therefore, we must have more say in shaping policies on the regional and national level.
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2 We must first recognize the pressure that is being exerted on people by either the 
authorities or capital in their own neighbourhoods, and then we must take steps to remedy 
these injustices. When necessary, we have to respond to these injustices through civil 
disobedience, as we must be willing to take action against those who seek to suppress us.
3 We must be quick to identify those who abuse their positions of power, expose them, 
and, if the situation warrants it, bring them to legal justice.
4 We must be quick to recognize any destructive or repressive action that stands in the 
way of our common. We must spread the word about such injustices and fight against 
them.
5 We must promote the message that the local community is the entity that first recognizes 
localspecific problems, prioritizes the issues that need solving and sets the guidelines for 
future action. Waiting for the municipal or national authorities to come in and solve such 
problems has so far turned out to be ineffective, as we have waited in vain for years for the 
authorities to respond to the needs of the people.
6 To achieve all this, we must be vigilant and keep tabs on the actions, policies, projects, 
plans and programs in our own local communities as well as nationwide. We have to 
actively respond to these events. We need to make sure that all beneficial projects are done 
properly as well as stop any harmful projects or plans. If necessary, we must physically stop 
the implementation of the latter.
7 Guidelines for future action need to be distilled from all the political activity that takes 
place in a community. People need to identify with these guidelines and be ready to put 
them into practice, e.g. co-management as a pathway to the final goal of self-management.

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS

The assemblies must be held at least once a month:
• They are held at the same location and the same time frame - at 5 PM in the winter and  
 7 PM in the summer.
• Free-of-charge venues intended for public use must be located in each separate city  
 district, and free use throughout the entire year must be negotiated.
• Venue structure should allow us to set up chairs in a circular configuration (as is  
 customary for such forms of meetings or assemblies), and should provide adequate  
 technical equipment (such as video projector, sound system and so forth), so the  
 assemblies could run smoothly and without interruptions.
• All the participants of the assemblies take part in informing their neighbours about the  
 assemblies in their city district.
Each assembly is coordinated by three moderators:
• To be able to moderate effectively, the moderators are trained. They coordinate the  
 assemblies in accordance with the agreed upon rules, which are based on the principles  
 of mutual respect of all participants.
• Moderators coordinate the assemblies along the lines of chosen agenda points and try  
 to merge discussion into decisions reached by consensus. The moderators do not  
 interfere with the arguments of participants. They merely facilitate a fruitful flow of  
 debate. If moderators are perceived to have failed at this task, the participants can  
 replace them at any point.
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• Moderators continuously rotate in facilitating varied tasks (coordinating assemblies,  
 taking notes, coordinating with other district assemblies, publishing material on the  
 internet). Moderators MAY exchange from one assembly to another, but they ARE  
 REQUIRED to exchange at least once a year.
• Moderators encourage participants to join in and guide structured debates, based on  
 their fundamental principles. They also serve as conveyors of information to the wider  
 public, especially when an assembly decides on public intervention, mobilisation or  
 action.
• If necessary, moderators take extra effort to inform citizens about time and location of  
 an assembly. They coordinate the distribution of tasks when assembly’s decisions are to  
 carry out specific actions.
• Moderators organize additional forms of education, should the assembly participants  
 indicate desire for it. They invite experts and other people active in the fields, which  
 assemblies are discussing.
• If assemblies detect any wrongdoings or non-transparencies in activities of public  
 institutions, assemblies should try to call the responsible public servants to answer.  
 They also then take active part in problem solving.

Fundamental principles for assembly participants:
• If the agreed upon principles are not respected, assemblies cannot be considered a  
 legitimate form of decision making.
• Any form of discrimination on the basis of ethnicity, age, gender, religion etc. cannot be  
 allowed, whatever the circumstance! The moderators, as well as other participants, are  
 expected to keep the debate respectful and inclusive. If a person repeatedly violates  
 this rule, they have to be excluded from the assembly. Everyone must strive for a  
 tolerant, democratic and constructive environment, otherwise intellectual fatigue will  
 set in among the participants.
• Assemblies should strive to encompass as wide range of population as possible,  
 regarding gender, age, occupation and similar. It is of great importance to repeat as  
 often as possible that assemblies are based on inclusion and reject all discrimination.
• There is no room for personal or particular interests at the assemblies. It is the way the  
 current governing structures operate and we must end this logic. The main goal of the  
 assemblies is the opposite: finding common interests in society - at the district, city or  
 national level.
• Moderators ensure that each participant is given a fair amount of discussion time. They  
 also make sure debate is heading towards reaching conclusions, based on mutual  
 agreement of participants or consensus. Assemblies must not evolve into a debate  
 among just few participants.
• Assemblies do not operate along the usual political party principles (voting and decision  
 making principles by raising hands). Instead they strive to reach all decisions by  
 consensus, by responding to the concerns raised by every active participant. That way  
 the participants are able to reach decisions that encompass common interest. To  
 achieve this they must be willing to take as much time as necessary for the majority to
 agree and the minority not to have any insurmountable disagreement upon the matter. 
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• Initiatives and activities in the community should be encouraged: civic initiatives,  
 proposals, public letters, roundtable discussions etc., including active response to  
 national and EU directives.

Proposals of the assembly participants:
Every proposal is noted, furthermore, it is expected that the person proposing certain action will 
take up at least part of the responsibility to see it come to action, should it achieve consensual 
support. If required, every participant supporting this proposal joins in the effort to carry it out.

Meetings and exchange of information among the moderators at the city level:
• Once a month all moderators meet and inform each other about activities going on in  
 different district assemblies.
• Moderators and participants of all assemblies get together once a year.
• There is mutual support in activities between participants of various district assemblies, the  
 same is expected for the city assembly.

HOW TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS:

• by creating political pressure (public letters, petitions, demonstrations, manifestos,  
 public discussions);
• by creating concrete proposals for change (legal initiatives, referendum initiatives,  
 criminal indictments);
• through various actions of solidarity; 
• through continuous cooperation and support between district assemblies in attempt to  
 reach common goals;
• by creating new ways of distributing information, communicating political and other  
 issues; 
• by creating new ways of expressing and conveying positions and policies, agreed upon  
 at the assemblies;
• by various forms of civil disobedience, such as road blocks, occupying squares and  
 public buildings, visiting public servants at home, erecting sings, distributing flyers and  
 other similar actions.
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HAND SIGNALS:

In attempt to keep debates with many participants running smoothly, and without 
disrupting the participant currently speaking, we use hand signals.

 
 
Contact:
www.imz-maribor.org 
info@ imz-maribor.org

Technical issue:
Forming one’s hands in the shape of the letter T means 
that the person has a technical suggestion. Examples 
of such would be: »The issue in discussion is not on the 
agenda today.« or »Could we turn up the lights?« or 
similar.

Lifting and shaking:
Lifting and shaking hands signifies a silent applause. It 
has the same meaning as clapping, except this way the 
speaker is not interrupted.

Raised hand:
Raised hand is a universal gesture, signifying a desire to 
speak. Moderator will notice the raised hand and give 
the word.

Waving up and down:
Waving one’s hands up signifies that the speaker should 
speak louder. Waving one’s hands downwards means 
that the speaker should slow down or speak more 
quietly.

Spinning hands:
Spinning hands forward signifies that the speaker is 
taking too long to get the point across or is speaking too 
long. They should hurry up.

http://www.imz-maribor.org/
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SURVEY ON EUROPEAN IDENTITY AND THE EU CITIZENSHIP

I. THE SENSE OF EUROPEAN IDENTITY 

1. Do you feel European?
Yes
No

2. In your opinion, which citizen, human and consumer rights of the EU are contributing to 
your European identity? (more information about EU rights http://europa.eu/citizens-2013/
sl/about/your-eu-rights)?
 • the right to be protected by the diplomatic and consular authorities of any other  
  EU country
 • getting healthcare abroad in other EU member state
 • the right to vote for and stand as a candidate in European Parliament and municipal  
  elections
 • cross-border consumer rights (online shopping, rail travel or flights passenger rights,  
  cheaper mobile phone calls etc.)
 • the right to complain to the European Ombudsman
 • the right to move and reside freely within the EU and not to be discriminated against  
  on grounds of your nationality.
 • the right to ask the Commission to propose new legislation (European citizens’  
  initiative)
 • studying abroad, volunteering or traineeship in other EU member state
 • the right to contact and receive a response from any EU institution in one of the EU’s  
  official languages
 • paying social security contributions in one country at a time, even if you are working  
  in more than one
 • the right to petition to raise concerns or complaints with the European Parliament
 • the right to access European Parliament, European Commission and Council  
  documents

3. In your opinion, among the following issues, which are those that would strengthen 
your sense of European identity?
 • a European ID card and passport in addition to national ID cards and passports
 • enhanced sense of security and peace (common  EU external borders control,  
  European army, common measures to fight against terrorism)
 • more political rights (a President of the EU directly elected by the citizens of all  
  Member States, EU referendums about key EU issues etc.)
 • European emergency response service to fight international natural disasters
 • creating EU Olympics Team
 • participating  in  national / local debates about the future of Europe

http://europa.eu/citizens-2013/sl/about/your-eu-rights
http://europa.eu/citizens-2013/sl/about/your-eu-rights
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 • stronger and more integrated European social welfare system (healthcare, social  
  care, pensions, common actions to fight unemployment) and common market  
  (banking union, energy union.
 • introducing the EU week of European culture
 • stronger political and diplomatic influence of the EU in the rest of the world (EU  
  embassies in non- EU countries)
 • a European civic education course for children of primary school age
 • consistent translation of EU institutions web sites into all EU’s official languages
 • more cost efficient EU administration and institutions (e.g. European parliament  
  sessions are now taking place both in Brussels and Strasbourg http://singleseat.eu/)

II. PARTICIPATION IN THE DEMOCRATIC LIFE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION / 
EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP 

4. Are you interested in European politics? 
Yes
No

5. Have you ever voted in the European elections? (additional information http://www.
elections2014.eu/en)
Yes 
No 

6.1 What are the main reasons why you decided to vote in the European elections (max. 
3 answers)
 • I believe that voting is my duty as citizen
 • European parliament adopted decisions in the past that improved my well-being
 • I have trust in political parties and/or political programs
 • I believe that voting directly influences decision-making in the European union
 • I have positive experience with the work of members / representatives of the  
  European parliament
 • have positive experience with the work of members / representatives of the  
  European parliament
 • I am well informed about the European parliament 

6.2 What are the main reasons why you decided not to vote in the European elections 
(max. 3 answers)
 • I believe my vote has no consequences and/or my vote does not change anything
 • I do not have trust in political parties and/or political programs
 • I am too busy (have no time) and/or away from home

http://www.elections2014.eu/en
http://www.elections2014.eu/en
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 • I feel I am not sufficiently informed about the European parliament and/or did not  
  know that European elections took place
 • I believe that the European Parliament does not have adequate power as an  
  institution
 • I am against the European Union
 • There are no appropriate political candidates or parties
 • I think that the European Parliament does not sufficiently deal with the problems  
  that concern me 
 • I never vote in elections 

7. You feel you are a citizen of the European Union?
Yes
No
 
8. Have you signed European Citizens Initiative? (additional information http://ec.europa.
eu/citizens-initiative/public/welcome)
Yes 
No 

9.1 What are the main reasons why you decided to sign European citizens initiative? (max. 
3 answers)

 • European citizens’ initiative addressed a problem of my concern
 • I believe that providing statement of support for European citizens initiative  
  influences decision-making in the European Union
 • providing a statement of support for European citizens initiative is easy
 • I believe that participatory democracy at the EU level is important
 • I was informed about European citizens initiative and/or persuaded by citizens  
  initiative campaign
 • I was a member of citizens’ committee that launched an initiative
 • European citizens’ initiative campaign was transparent using the internet and social  
  media

9.2 What are the main reasons why you decided not to sign European Citizens Initiative? 
(max. 3 answers)
 • I do not know about a European Citizens Initiative
 • No European citizens’ initiative addressed the problems that concern me
 • personal data are required in order to provide statement of support for European  
  citizens’ initiative
 • I am against the European Union

http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/public/welcome
http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/public/welcome
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 • I am not sufficiently informed about on-going European citizens initiatives and how  
  to sign them
 • I had problems with signing European citizens’ initiative on-line
 • Signing European citizens’ initiative has no consequences and/or my support does  
  not change anything
 • European citizens’ initiative is to complicated and excessively long procedure
 • I never sign initiatives and/or petitions

10. Have you attended public discussions concerning key challenges of the European 
Union? (additional information about Citizens’ Dialogues http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-
dialogues/index_en.htm)?
Yes 
No 

11.1 What are the main reasons why you decided to attend Citizens’ Dialogues? (max. 3 
answers)
 • I was informed about and/or  personally invited to participate in the Citizens’  
  Dialogue
 • European Commissioner and/or member of the European Parliament from my  
  country attended Citizens’ Dialogue
 • Citizens’ Dialogue took place in my town and/ or my country
 • Citizens’ Dialogue addressed a problem of my concern
 • I am aware of concrete situation when Citizens’ Dialogue influenced decision-making  
  at the EU level
 • I believe that active citizenship is important
 • I was sufficiently informed about the topic in order to provide my opinion during  
  Citizens’ Dialogue
 • I believe that participatory democracy at the EU level is important

11.2 What are the main reasons why you decided not to attend Citizens’ Dialogues? (max. 
3 answers)
 • I do not know about Citizens’ Dialogues
 • topics addressed by Citizens’ Dialogues are not interesting to me and/or are to  
  complicated
 • I am too busy (have no time) and/or away from home in order to attend Citizens’  
  Dialogue
 • Citizens’ Dialogues are not organized in my town and/or country
 • representatives from EU institutions attending Citizens’ Dialogues are boring and/or  
  uninteresting
 • I believe my opinion about the European Union has no consequences and/or does  
  not change anything

http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-dialogues/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-dialogues/index_en.htm
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 • I am against the European Union
 • I do not take part in public discussions in general
 • Citizens’ Dialogues should be organized in a different format (citizens as speakers  
  and EU institutions representatives as listeners)

12. Have you ever used the following actions in order to influence political decision-making 
in the EU?
 • submitted a petition to the European Parliament (1)
 • took part in European Commission’s public consultations (2)
 • made a complaint to the European Ombudsman (3)
 • communicated with EU institutions, bodies and agencies via website, e-mail or social  
  media (4)

13. In your opinion, among the following actions, which are those that would encourage 
citizens in your country to be more active in democratic life of the European Union?
 • more personal contacts with representatives of the EU institutions and/or members  
  of the European parliament at the local level
 • better media reporting on EU topics (more information about citizens views and  
  concerns)
 • introducing EU wide referendums concerning key EU issues
 • accountable, cost-efficient and more transparent operation of the EU institutions
 • stronger non-governmental organisations at the local and/or national level that are  
  advocating for citizens/public interest in the EU
 • transparent and verifiable procedures of appointing holders of political and public  
  functions within EU institutions
 • consistent translation of EU institutions web sites in EU’s official languages
 • strengthening active citizens skills though primary and secondary school education
 • reimbursing travel costs for EU citizens visiting the European Institutions
 • more local level cooperation among citizens and Information office of the European  
  Parliament and/or Representation of the European Commission in the country

Additional information:

(1) http://www.petiport.europarl.europa.eu/petitions/en/main

(2) http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/index_en.htm

(3) http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/home.faces

(4) http://europa.eu/about-eu/institutions-bodies/index_en.htm

http://www.petiport.europarl.europa.eu/petitions/en/main%0D
http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/index_en.htm%0D
http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/home.faces
http://europa.eu/about-eu/institutions-bodies/index_en.htm
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III. DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS

14. Gender:
Female
Male

15. I am citizen of:
a) Republic of Slovenia
b) other (please fill in your text) 

16. My nationality is:
a) Slovene
b) other (please fill in your text)

17. Are you a volunteer active in non-governmental organisation (charity, association etc.)?
Yes
No

18. In which age group do you belong?
up to 25 years of age
26 - 40 years of age
41 - 65 years of age
66 year age or more

Links to the survey in all project partners’ languages and in English:
1. Macedonian: https://www.1ka.si/a/68008 
2. Slovenian: https://www.1ka.si/a/68449 
3. English: https://www.1ka.si/a/68157 
4. Greek: https://www.1ka.si/a/68771
5. Italian: https://www.1ka.si/a/69149 
6. Croatian: https://www.1ka.si/a/68376
7. Bulgarian: https://www.1ka.si/a/68377
8. Serbian: https://www.1ka.si/a/69377 
9. Albanian: https://www.1ka.si/a/68003 
10. Romanian: https://www.1ka.si/a/68772
11. Slovakian: https://www.1ka.si/a/69509
12. Hungarian: https://www.1ka.si/a/69508 
13. Polish: https://www.1ka.si/a/69508
14. German: https://www.1ka.si/a/67549 

https://www.1ka.si/a/68008
https://www.1ka.si/a/68449%20
https://www.1ka.si/a/68157%20
https://www.1ka.si/a/68771%0D
https://www.1ka.si/a/69149%20%0D
https://www.1ka.si/a/68376%0D
https://www.1ka.si/a/68377
%20https://www.1ka.si/a/69377%20%0D
https://www.1ka.si/a/68003%20%0D
https://www.1ka.si/a/68772%0D
https://www.1ka.si/a/69509%0D
https://www.1ka.si/a/69508%20%0D
https://www.1ka.si/a/69508%0D
https://www.1ka.si/a/67549


http://www.laz.si/docpie
http://https://www.facebook.com/Docpie-1620640514834957/
https://twitter.com/docpie.laz
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